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Chapter 1 Brief Introduction 
DS-161 Fully automatic biochemistry instrument user manual introduces the instrument’s 

working principle, software introduction, maintenance guide and trouble shooting in details. 

In order to ensure the instrument to be used well and to show the best performance, 

please read it carefully before using it. 

1.1 Icon 

Icons and indications in the manual, follows as Table 1-1 

Table 1-1 

          Denotations                Indications 

          Warning    Operators should pay special attention to the 

operation instructions under the symbol, 

otherwise it may cause bodily injury or damage to 

the instrument 

Caution  Operators should pay attention to the operations 

under the symbol, otherwise it may cause product 

failure, damage or influencing test results 

Attention 

Operators should pay attention to the operations 

under the symbol, emphasize the important 

information in the action step or the content 

required special attention  

            

Operators should pay attention to the operations 

under the symbol, otherwise it may cause a 

potential biological risk. 

 

 ON（general power） 

 OFF（general power） 
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ON ON（power） 

OFF OFF（power） 

 
Ground  connection（ground） 

 
Protection of ground connection（ground） 

 Caution！Read attached document. 

 Biological risk 

 Caution！Electric shock risk 

～ AC 

 In vitro diagnostics devices 

 
CONFORMITE EUROPEENNE  

 
Date of manufacture 

 
Series number of equipment 

 

No touching ,otherwise, maybe damage to 

operators or the equipment 

 

1.2 The illustration of selection operation 

1) Selection operations in the items setup 

： Chosen 

： Not chosen 

： Invalidation or sampling finished 

2) Selection operation in the parameters setup 

： Chosen 

： Canceled 
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Chapter 2 Instrument Introduction 

2.1 Introduction 

DS-161+ fully automatic biochemistry instrument is an IVD device, designed for 

quantitative measurement of human body fluid (serum, urine, etc.), applicable for clinical 

diagnostics and scientific research. The instrument adopts international mainstream 

discrete structure design, configures cuvettes automatic washing system, and develops 

innovative no touch mixing function & lower reagent consumption technology, it is in 

perfect functions and reliable test results. 

2.2 Principle 

The principle of instrument is based on Lambert-Beer law. 

2.3 Structure and Features 

DS161+ is an updated version of DS-161, there are below new technologies & functions  

1) No touch mixing function, greatly reducing water consumption and decreasing 

carry-over 

2) Optional configure Lower reagent consumption technology, 50% less reagent 

consumption, greatly saving reagent's transportation & storage cost, and decreasing 

carry-over. It is an optional function. 

3) The main structure of the instrument 

Reagent/Sample Plates 

One reagent plate, one sample plate in the same chamber with cooling system 

Adding sample/reagents system 

Adding sample/reagent probe, sample/reagent arm, high precision diluter, cleaning 
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pool and relevant pipelines, etc. 

Measuring system 

Light source, filters, cuvettes, reaction plate, quartz glass fiber and detection board etc. 

Circuit system 

Main control circuits, detection circuits, drive circuits, motors/pumps/valves, 

position-monitoring systems etc. 

Washing system 

Multi-channel cleaning tips, pipeline, pumps, valves, etc. 

Machinery system 

Machine transmissions, brake, support/fixed structures and out housing. 

Air mixing structure: multi-channel valve control board, pipeline, pumps, valves, blowing 

probe, etc.  

External components:  

Computer, printer, water purification machine, etc. (suggest to be bought in the local 

market) 

2.4 Main technical parameters 

Assay modes:  
End-point, Kinetic, two points, multi-standard, bichromatic, Serum Blank, 

immunoturbidimetric, etc. 

Programmed item: 5,000 items at least 

Throughput: 160 Tests per hour 

Emergency functions:  

Insert stat sample, standard sample, and quality control sample at any time in automatic 

priority test; Run reagent blank, control, calibrator at any time 

Calibration:  

Linear, nonlinear, one- point and multi-point. 

Control:  

Multi-levels and multi-rules control, automatically determine whether control results is 
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good or not. 

Optical systems: 

 Measured filter setup (nm):  DS-161 with 8 one, more 2 available on request. 

 Filter station：340nm, 405nm, 450nm, 505nm, 546nm, 578nm, 620nm, 670 nm ，

Choose waves：380nm, 492 nm, 630nm, 650 nm, 660nm, 700nm, 810nm. 

 Light source: long time halogen lamp 

 Measuring detector: high sensitivity and photoelectric receptors 

The precision of absorbency:  

0.0001A 

Temperature control:  

37℃ for reaction cuvettes. 

Reaction cuvettes:  

Ultraviolet transmittable plastic cuvettes or quartz glass cuvettes 

Data processing: 

Parameter’s calculation; calibration of blank value; normal value range defining; test 

results’ storage, query; control chart printing; whole reaction curve monitoring; reports 

editing; etc. 

Storage:  

2,000,000 patient info. at least, available to be enlarged base on hard disk of computers. 

Print:  

Print reports with different styles and users can edit them by themselves. 

Dilution/retest:  

Retest samples automatically once the result is beyond linear range. Users also can set 

dilution or retest. 

Probe (sample and reagent):  

With the function of liquid level detection and collision protection. 

Power supply:  

220V, 50Hz or 110V, 60Hz; 1200VA 

Fuse:  

T8AL250V,Φ5x20(mm) 
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2.5 Alarm Indications 

Four lights on the front panel of the instrument indicating from left to right:  

power, reagent cool, shortage of water and overflow waste liquid.  

The first green light on means the instrument turned on.  

The second green light on means the refrigerator running. 

The third red light on with buzz means the instrument absent of water. 

The fourth red light on with buzz means the instrument full of waste liquid. 

If temperature of reaction plate exceeds 50℃, the instrument will buzz. 
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Chapter 3 Installations 
 

In order to ensure the instrument in good running, it must be installed and debugged by 

engineers of TRIUP or engineers authorized by TRIUP. The instrument must be 

reinstalled if it is moved to another place. 

3.1 Requirements of installations 

Before installation, it should meet the requirements for space, power supply and working 

environment. 

3.1.1 Requirements of space 

To ensure enough space for releasing heat, repairing and maintenance, and pipes behind 

the instrument not squeezed, liquid flowed normally, it must meet requirement as follows: 

1. Keep not less than 100 mm distance between the wall and other objects for each side 

(left, right and back) of the instrument. 

2. Ensure enough space for the equipment to place barrel of distilled water and waste 

container. 

3. Ensure enough space to place the computer on the desk, and the distance between 

computer and equipment is 100mm at least. 

3.1.2 Power 

1. 220±22 V~ , 50±1Hz  OR  110±11V~, 60±1Hz 

2. A good grounding socket within 1 meter to supply power for the equipment. 

 

Attention 

 The instrument needs to be connected with a socket within 1 meter in order to 
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pull out the plug timely in urgent conditions. 

●   Check if network voltage is the same to the instrument voltage before using. 

3.1.3 Working environment 

1. Working temperature: 10℃ ~ 30℃; 

2. Working humidity: 30% ~ 80%; 

3. Working atmospheric pressure: 86KPa ~ 106 KPa; 

4. The environment should keep away from dust, noise and interference of power; 

5. The instrument should be far away from interference source of strong electricity, 

magnetic e.g.: CT, X-ray machine, Centrifuge; 

6. Avoid direct sunlight and ultraviolet rays and keep away from hot and entrance of cold 

source, e.g.: air condition; 

3.2 Open package 

3.2.1 Steps  

Before opening the package, please check whether there is something wrong. If the 

package is broken, wet or polluted, please do not open it and contact immediately with the 

carrier and local dealers. If there is no any damage of the outer, please open the package 

as following steps: 

 

1. Unpack the package carefully, check annex list one by one. If there is anything 

missed, please contact with the service department of TRIUP or local dealers. 

2. Choose an appropriate position to place it well and ensure the table-board is level. 

3. Take out the fixing foam and then the instrument, remove the packing film. Then, 

place the instrument on the level table of cabinet. And the equipment and the cabinet 

are in proper place  
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  Attention:   

● Check carefully to ensure all the plugs are connected well before switching on. 

● Ensure working table is horizontal and steady. 

 

 Warning    

● The instrument should be with good grounding condition. 

● To avoid the voltage’s waving, please install voltage regulator (user owning) to ensure 

stability and reliability for test result.  

● Interrupted power often will affect the reliability of the equipment, lose test data or 

damage the instrument. So if the local electricity supply is frequently interrupted, UPS is 

necessary 

● Ensure power button is off before it is connected. 

● Appointed fuse to be used for the instrument. 

● The distance between table-board and the instrument’s bottom is very narrow. Please 

be careful to place it 

3.3 Steps of installations 

 Warning    

 In order to avoid hurting during the operation, the operator must pay attention to keep 

your cloth, hair and some sporting goods away from the instrument. 

 The probe perhaps carries with some blood serum, standard sample and quality 

control sample. And used reagents have potential biological risk. Therefore, it is 

dangerous to touch the probe directly. 

 

3.3.1 Remove off the foam to fix the probe 

The instrument must be fixed foam to avoid damage during transportation. Remove off the 
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foam before using. Operations as follows: 

1. Lift up the reagent arm/sample arm. 

2. Tear off the around adhesive tape and remove off the foam. 

3. Move arms to let probes heading to cleaning pool 

 

 Attention  

The probe position may be shifted during transportation or installation. Thus, it is 

necessary to check whether probes are being placed in the centre 

3.3.2 Installation of cuvettes 

Take out cuvettes from accessories box carefully, not to touch window surface; place them 

well in the reaction plate to be sure all cuvettes are at the same level and well fixed. 

 

 Attention  

 The front and back sides of the cuvettes are detection of surface. Please don’t touch 

them before placing cuvettes. 

 Place cuvettes and ensure top surfaces are horizontal. Otherwise, it is easy to keep 

some residue water in the cuvettes, so that it will affect results. 

 

3.3.3 Pipeline Connections 

There is a protective cover to avoid being polluted during transportation. Before 

connecting, please remove the covers and ensure each joint no external object. Piping 

diagram shown as figure 3-1, please connect them in accordance with labels 
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 Attention  

 Ensure pipelines and joints both have no scrap before connection. Otherwise, it is 

easy to damage pumps and valves. 

 The heavy block of pipelines is used to avoid the tube from floating to ensure 

accuracy of test. 

 Don’t bend the waste liquid tube or immerse it in waste liquid. Please cut off too long 

tubes. Otherwise, it will cause poor drainage and waste water of washing cup will 

overflow. 

 This figure just for reference, subject to the label. 

 
 The instrument with 3 waste liquid exits. One is high concentration waste liquid; the 

other exits are low concentration waste liquid. Collecting them separately is 

convenient to protect environment. It is suggested that the high concentration waste 

liquid should be discharged after harmless treatment, do not pour it into sewer 

directly. 

 

3.3.4 Instrument connection 

Please refer to Figure 3-2. Steps as follows: 

1. Take out power table and RS232 cable from accessory case. 

2. Adjust voltage adapter of the instrument according to network 220V or 110V. 

(defaulted 220V ) 

3. Connect the computer’s COM1 to the serial port of mainframe with RS232 series 

cable and fixed. 

4. Connect to printer. 

 

Attention  

1. If bar code scanner need to be installed , please see Appendix Ⅰ 

2. Please install higher version driver, if printer doesn’t support figures and words. 
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Figure 3-2 

 

 Warning    

 Power supply needs to be the same voltage as the input power mark of the switch 

box. Otherwise, it may cause damage to the equipment. 

 The protection ground point of the instrument must be firmly grounded 

 Don’t pull and plug electriferous serial port cable when power on 
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Chapter 4 INSTALLATIONS OF SOFTWARE 
 

In order to assure the software in good running, the instrument should be installed and set 

parameters by engineers or authorized engineers of TRIUP. When changing the computer, 

the instrument must be installed and set by the process of installations. 

 

4.1Requirements of installations 

Before installation, make sure the computer meet below requirements 

 

4.1.1 Requirements of computer configuration 

In order to ensure the computer can store data and run normally, it must meet conditions 

as follows: 

CPU: 1.8G or above 

Memory: 1G or above 

Hard disk: 40G or above 

Serial port: provide 2 serial ports  

 

4.1.2 Requirements of system environment 

In order to ensure software runs well, system environment should meet the requirements 

as follows: 

1. Operating system is windows XP, win 7, win 8 or above 

2. Suggestion: System need to install the software of Microsoft Office Access in advance. 

3. Suggestion: Install decompression software (winrar tool). 
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4.2 The steps of installations 

1. Insert the CD-ROM with the instrument into CD drive. 

2. Seek for the software of DS-161, copy it to D disk  

3. Copy  to the desktop 
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 Chapter 5  Software Menu 

5.1 Main files in Software folder 

 

：Application            ： Hardware setting parameters 

 

 ：Database repair        ：Cuvette water blank data 

 

   ：Edit print format   ：Print report template 

 

 ：Database        ：Print rows setting 

 

 ：English manual          ： Language file     

         

: DataBackup is for saving and recovering defaulted hardware 

parameters. When users make mistake or parameters go wrong, user can run factory 

default settings, in default, “hardware” is in subdirectory of “DataBackup”and called 

“Hardwarebak”. Run “Application” → “Device” → “hardware parameter restore”,  shown 

as Figure 5-1, parameter in “Hardwarebak” will import to “Hardware”, old hardware 

parameter will export to subdirectory of “Databackup”.  “Hardware parameter restore” 

password: 888, please don’t use this function randomly.  
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Figure5-1 

 

 Warning    

   

 This operation for administrators only; otherwise, TRIUP is not responsible for any 

wrong operation! 

 Any revision in “Hardwarebak” in Data Backup is forbidden. 

 

5.2 RUN Application 

Run DJABA, it will display as figure 5-2,  

Initial checker: Admin, Initial password: Admin 
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Figure 5-2 

 

After logging on, it will display main interface        

 

5.3 Menu List 

 

 
Figure 5-3 

 

5.4 Files 

5.4.1 Log off 

Log off means exit the current user, and log on new user. 

The system will show Figure 5-4 after clicking. 

 

Figure 5-4 
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Select the checker and then input the password; click “log on,” to enter the software 

click “Exit” to exit the software 

Attention 

 If the system is logged on by certain checkers to test results, whose name will be 

appeared in the print report. 

 

5.4.2 Print report setup 

Print report setup is used for setting attribute of printer, size of paper etc. 

The system appears as Figure 5-5 shown after clicking. 

 

 

Figure 5-5 

Click “ok” after setting well 

5.4.3 Print report 

“Sample results” window will appear after clicking, convenient for user to input and store 

sample information and print report. Please refer to 5.5.2.3.1. 
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5.4.4 Exit 

Click “Exit” to exit the software, if the instrument doesn’t reset, it will give a hint: “Force to 

exit would lose data…..”  

 

Attention 

● Please reset the instrument before exit the software. 

 

5.5 View 

5.5.1 Full screen 

Software window will be displayed in the form of full screen 

5.5.2 Navigation 

Add daily menus to navigation on the left for convenient operation, user can enter the 

main menu to do this step. 

 

5.5.2.1 Device run 

Convenient to run test, cuvettes water blank test and instrument maintenance. 

5.5.2.1.1 Test 

Complete pre-test preparation, and prepare samples, control samples and calibration well. 

Click main menu “Test/Biochemistry test” in the main menu or “Device run/Biochemistry 

test” in the navigation, then the system will appear a window as Figure 5-6 shown. 
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Figure 5-6 

The system creates a real-time model that separately represents reaction plates, reagent 

plates and sample plates. During the test, it can display the detailed information of the 

postion where mouse cursor stops. 

There are several different color hints in test interface. 

Reaction plates: baby blue present reagent blank; mazarine present calibration; yellow 

present control; wine present reactant. 

Sample plates: green present sample; blue present calibration; modena present control 

Reagent plates: baby blue present reagent enough; yellow present lack reagents 

 

The steps of testing: 

1, Input samples, control and calibration 

2, cuvettes water blank test 

3, Wash needle in three times  

4, Start to test  
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Attention 

 Steps of testing, please see Chapter 6 “The regulation of routine operation” 

Other Modules’ function as below: 

: 

Choose the checkbox means the instrument is allowed to add samples during testing. If 

not choosing, the instrument will stop mechanical adding sample, control/calibrator, it will 

continue to complete the testing of the added reactant. 

▲  Test Sort 

 

: Not choose the check box, the system will not test samples. 

: Not choose the check box, the system will not test standard. 

: Not choose the check box, the system will not test Q.C. 

: Choose the check box, the system will test all reagents blank.  

: The system take the inputted cuvette as the beginner. 

:  After adding sample, control and calibration, click it to 

start test. 

 

Attention 
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 Ensure that there is enough distilled water (deionized water) in the barrel and the 

waste liquid barrel is empty before testing  

 Check whether the waste liquid tube and distilled water tube are all in good 

connection, no bending 

 Ensure that reagents, samples, control and calibrations are all well-prepared before 

testing. 

 Don’t lay reagent, sample, control and calibration on the table-top of the instrument. 

They will be toppled and damage the instrument 

 Prohibit running instrument movement command, such as “cuvette blank test”, 

“maintenance”, etc.  

 
 Samples, control, calibration and waste have potential biological risk. Thus, the 

operator should wear personal protecting device and comply with safety regulations of 

the laboratory. 

 

 Warning    

 

 The operator have obligations to drain and dispose overdue reagents, waste liquid, 

wasted samples by regulations of states and local governments.  

5.5.2.1.2 Blank test 

In order to eliminating discrepancy among cuvettes and getting more accurate results, 

system will test blank absorbance and voltage of each cuvette under different wavelength, 

and in the following biochemical test calculation deduct blank absorbance. Thus, cuvette 

blank test is vital before sample test. 

Click “Test/cuvette blank test” in main menu or “run/cuvette blank test” in Navigation, 

system will show as figure 5-7 
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Figure 5-7 

The left column displays the numbers of cuvettes and the top column displays the filters, it 

completely records voltage of all cuvettes. If user need to check blank absorbance of each 

cuvette, select ; if user need to run real-time test, select  

The normal scope of voltage is 30000~62000. Commonly, they will be set at 55000 to 

56000 during debugging. 

 

Steps of routine cuvettes water blank test as follows: 

1. Enter into “Device maintenance,” and three times for “Wash pipeline”. 

2. Enter into “Blank test” and click “Affusion” and then click “Blank test” three times. The 

testing results should be stored every time. 

3. Set the discrepancy of the cup filtration as 0.025 firstly and then click “Filter cuvettes”. If 

the cuvette water blank absorbency is not more than 0.002, it means the instrument is 

normal. Or not, retest after washing. At last, click “wash and empty”. 
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4. Blank test can be set combination action to finish by one button. 

 

Attention 

 

 Do blank test in three times, cuvette absorbance fluctuation should be no more than 

0.002. 

 User must empty water after cuvettes blank test, or else it may bring some troubles. 

 Blank test is used to filtrate the unqualified cuvettes, to ensure the accuracy of the test 

results. 

 For cuvettes with absorbency exceeding to 0.03, rewash and retest the cuvettes or 

change them. 

5.5.2.1.3 Device maintenance 

In order to ensure the instrument in good running, user should run routine maintenance 

before or after test. 

Click “Device run/Device maintenance”. The system will show as the Figure 5-8 shown. 
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Figure 5-8 

: 
In reagent position 30, put a reagent bottle with acid detergent, input wash times “3”, and 

click probe maintenance; Then, use another bottle with alkaline 

detergent, input wash time “3”, click probe maintenance 

 

▲ Wash pipeline 

: To keep pipeline clean, avoid residual and eliminate bubbles. User 

should run wash pipeline four times when the instrument is turned on or standby in a long 

time. 

: To eliminate buddle in the pipeline, avoid abnormal aspiration. User 
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should run wash needle four times before test 

 

: Add acid detergent to No. 30 position in reagent plate, input 3 times 

cleaning in the software, click “probe maintenance”, then add alkaline detergent by same 

operation. 

: To reset the instrument. Ensure each arm is in zero position before 

clicking. 

▲ Wash cuvettes 

: Wash all cuvettes to avoid residual in cuvettes 

: Wash the specified cuvette. 

▲ Soak cuvettes 

: 1 to 40 reagent position selectable 

: 1-500ul selectable 

: Add detergent into cuvettes with mixing 

: Add detergent into cuvettes. 

 

▲Instrument combination maintenance 

Select names of movement combination and click “start” to accomplish. The user can set 

the sorts of maintenance procedures and blank test freely. 

During the proceeding of combination maintenance, it will popup a dialog box, which 

shows current action condition. The system will show the absorbance of each cuvette 

automatically after cuvette blank test. As Figure 5-9 shown,  

Blue hint: it means the absorbance exceeds 0.025, if it appears more than 10% blue hint, 

it must be rewashed and redetected;  
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Red hint: means the voltage range exceeds 30000-62000, below 30000, it needs to be 

changed reaction cups; above 62000, it needs to be adjusted. 

-1.0000: means not install filter or mistake. 

 

Figure 5-9 

Attention 

 In device maintenance interface, the left is each maintenance movement. The right is 

to set combination maintenance movement according to users’ requirements, it is 

convenient for users to complete maintenance and blank test automatically. 

  

▲ Start/stop work maintenance 

: execute start work maintenance  

: execute stop work maintenance of stop work 
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: affuse distilled water to cuvettes. 

: Drain distilled water from cuvettes.                                                                                                                                                 

5.5.2.2 Task 

In this menu, user can add sample, calibration and control 

5.5.2.2.1 Add sample 

Click “Task\add sample” or “Test task\add sample” in navigation bar, it will be showed as 

Figure 5-10: 

 

Figure 5-10 

▲  

After adding samples, the system automatically generates Patient ID, it can also be 

customized 
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▲  

Available to input patient information here or in sample results query. 

 “ ” used for inquiring the information that has been recorded for confirmation, as 

shown in figure 5-11. 

 

Figure 5-11 

▲ Bar code entry 

   

After adding the task, click "automatic scan", it will appear an interface as shown in figure 

5-12, select the start cup No. and the end cup No., then click "start". 

 

Figure 5-12 
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After adding the task, select a sample, then click "single scan", the instrument will only 

scan this sample. 

 

If there was a shift or repack for the scanned test tube, user can use this button to scan 

and determine a new sample position. 

 

If the instrument installs the external scanner, user can click here to scan 

▲  Other task 

: 

The system is available to call some executable files, such as multi-rules control chart, 

print, etc. Copy the files to the directory and save the name as run1. exe or run2. exe. 

▲  Sample information 
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Figure 5-13 

: No need to input here, the system will automatically generate ID after adding 

samples. 

: Choose the type of sample, available to preset such as serum, plasma, urine, 

and myelencephalon 

: In default 1, means no dilution. If sample is diluted manually, user should 

input the actual dilution ratio. For automatic dilution, user should set dilution multiple in 

parameters setting. 

: Available to select cup or test tube, in default cup 

: Input the sample sending date, in default the current date in the computer 

system. 

: No need to set, only for statistics 

: If the user has already set up combination item, which can be added directly, 

e.g.: liver function, kidney function etc. 

: choosing the check box means it is STAT sample, the system will test it in 

priority. 

: Cancel all the selected test items. 

 

Item column: Column lists all items which have been set up. Users can select the 

corresponding checkbox directly. 

▲ Batch add 

: 

Add different samples with same test items in batch. Select the checkbox firstly, then set 

up sample numbers needed to be add in batch. 

 

For batch add, if user use the same cup, choose the check box, if not, cup numbers of 
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batch add and sample ID will automatically accumulate based on 1. 

Step for editing samples: 

1. Select the sample ID in the left list 

2. Click “edit sample” 

3. Edit sample information 

4. Click “OK” 

Functions of other modules as follows: 

 

  

Choose the checkbox, user can add samples and STAT at any time, no need to stop the 

instrument. If not chosen, the instrument will stop the movement.  

: Click this button to add sample. 

: By this function, user can edit the sample information 

that has been added. 

: 

Delete the added sample info. , select the sample ID need to delete, then click this button. 

:  

Confirm the add sample or STAT, after click OK, the sample ID will display in the left 

sample ID list. 

: Click this button to enter test interface 

User can follow below steps to add sample 
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 In the current date, sample ID in the sample ID list are unchecked. 

 In the current date, sample ID in the sample ID list are checked. 

If retest checked samples,, first change  into , then select sample 

ID, then click “Edit sample”,  means items have been tested. If we need retesting, 

click it twice, with display .click “OK” button after editing. The equipment will 

immediately retested ALP when it is in the detection state; but if the equipment is stopped, 

which needs to rerun the test. 

 

Attention 

 In sample message e.g. “sample type, containers, preset combination” in the 

drop-down list is set in “Item \ other setup….” 

 "Container" must choose the same type of the actual use; otherwise probes will be 

easily damaged. 

 Patient information and registration information can be set when adding sample or in 

the menu of "Result \ sample result" or "Browse result \ sample result",. 

 If the bar code scanner is connected, the barcode on test tube can be 

scanned directly. 

5.5.2.2.2 Add Standard 

In the process of using the instrument, due to reagent storage condition and cuvettes in 

long time use, the instrument’s absorbance may have some degree of deviation, which 

may lead to wrong or unreliable test results. Running standard/calibration is to calibrate 

the instrument and thus improve the instrument’s accuracy. 

Click "Task \ Add standard" or "Test task \ Add standard" in navigation, as Figure 5-14 

shown 
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Figure 5-14 

: Click "Add" button, the system will automatically generate Standard/calibration ID. 

: Available to choose preset item 

: Input Standard/Calibration times. Suggested 2 times maximum. 

 During calibration, user can input or choose the existing standard batch 

number. 

: If only want to blank test, choose the checkbox 

: Items without calibration for a week will be listed here. 

: It will display all items with batch number, select some batch number, it 

will display all items under this batch number  

: Select container type for standard/calibration 

: Select container type for water blank test 
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: By choosing the check box, user can add standard/calibration at any 

time and run it immediately; the instrument will not stop working. 

      Steps are as follows: 

1. Click "Add" 

2. Choose calibration item, or choose preset item. 

3. Select types of containers 

4. Input calibration times, if only for blank test, choose the checkbox of 

“Blank only.” 

5. Click “OK” 

If user want to delete the added standards, select standard items on the left list of 

"Unchecked standard task,", then click "Delete". 

 

In the process of adding standard, user can add the needed items in one batch number, 

then choose  to add. Steps are as follows: 

1. Add the needed item in one batch number in “batch inquire calibration” 

2. Input batch number, then choose item, then click the “add” button, as shown in figure 

5-15. 

3. In the adding standard interface, choose the related batch number, then choose “sort 

by batch" option, as shown in figure 5-16. 
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Figure 5-15 

 

Figure 5-16 

 

In “batch inquire calibration”, user can view all results by item name or batch number, the 

results can be sent to excel form, printed. User can also add and inquire new batch 

number, as figure 5-17 shown. 

 

2.Choose item 

1.Input number 

3.Click add 

Select the batch, choose the 
checkbox as the arrow 
indicated, the left column will 
display the needed items 
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Figure 5-17 

Attention 

 During adding calibration, user should be strictly in accordance with the interface hint  

 Preset items and containers dropdown list can be set up in the menu "Item \ other 

setup.”  

 In routine item test, it is suggested to choose "Blank only" for the item without 

calibration, it can effectively deduct reagents absorbance deviation. 

5.5.2.2.3 Add Q.C. 

In the process of using the instrument, in order to ensure that the test results meet clinical 

diagnostics requirement, user should run Q.C every day. 

Click "Task \ Add Q.C." or "Test task \ Add Q.C." in the navigation bar, as shown Figure 

5-18. 
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Figure 5-18 

 Click "Add" button, the system will automatically generate ID of Q.C.. 

 Choose batch number of control. 

 Input the position of control in sample plate. 

 Select types of containers 

 No need to setup, only for statistics. 

: By choosing the check box, user can add control at any time and run it 

immediately; the instrument will not stop working. 

    Steps are as follows: 

1. Click "Add" 

2. Choose control batch number 

3. Choose calibration item in the list. 

4. Select types of containers 

5. Input the position of control in sample plate  

6. Click “OK” 

If user wants to delete the added control, select the needed control on the left list of 

"Unchecked Q.C. task,", then click "Delete". 
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In batch add interface, user can inquires the Q.C. information by batch, the results can be 

sent to excel form, printed. User can also set new control, target value and SD range, as 

figure 5-19 shown. 

 

 

Figure 5-19 

Attention 

 During adding control, user should be strictly in accordance with the interface hint  

 Control must be set well ahead. See 5.6.2 Control Item Setup for details. 

 Preset items and containers dropdown list can be set up in the menu "Item \ other 

setup.”  

5.5.2.3 Results 

Inquire samples, calibration, and control results 

5.5.2.3.1 Sample results 

Click "Result \ sample result" in the main menu or "result \ sample result" in the navigation 

task, as shown in Figure 5-20 
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Figure 5-20 

After selecting sample ID from sample list, the test results will display in the list. User can 

input sample information and do other relevant operation. 

 

▲ Patient 

 

Input patient information, the system will display Patient ID automatically. If user has 

already input it when adding sample, it will display patient information directly. 

▲  Register information 

Input registration information, if it has been input when adding sample, it will display 
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automatically. User also need to choose sending date, the system is defaulted current 

date. 

▲  Sample 

 

: No need to input, the system will automatically generate a sample ID when 

adding sample 

: Select sample type 

: In default 1, means no dilution. If sample is diluted manually, user should 

input the actual dilution ratio. For automatic dilution, user should set dilution multiple in 

parameters setting. 

: Input sample cup number 

: No need to set, only for statistics 

: Select diagnosis contents in the drop-down list. 

: Select remark contents in the drop-down list.  

 

Attention 

 Contents in the drop-down list of sample type, diagnosis and remark are setup and in 

the "Item \ other setup \ list setup". 

 Contents of diagnosis and remark can also be input directly, but not exceeding 50 

characters. 

▲  Add print item 
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Click the needed print item in the drop-down list of name, then input the result in the result 

box, click “ Add” in the end, the added print item result will be shown in the result box. 

 

Attention 

 Adding input items and adding print items is to input other biochemical test results or 

other instrument’s test results to the result list, then save and print.  

 "Item \ Print item setup" should be completed before adding print items. 

  

Other buttons function as follows: 

: Available to edit test result, firstly choose the needed samples ID, 

meanwhile select the items in the results list, then the results will appear in the "Edit" box, 

Re-input results and click "Edit" button. It is not allowed to modify the results under normal 

authority 

 

: Select the needed items in the result list, Click this button to delete. 

 

When reagent/sample is insufficient, the instrument will alarm and stop adding sample on 

this item. In sample results, it will be marked in blue, and the system will make appropriate 

prompt. The stopped items can be all re-tested or only re-tested single item 

:  

Choose the item, then click this button to check the results before re-test 

:  

Choose the item, then click this button to re-test. If the instrument is running, it will re-test 

immediately, if not, user should start testing 
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Choose the items, then click this button to all retest. If the instrument is running, it will 

re-test immediately, if not, user should start testing 

  

Click sample ID, then click this button, items will be automatically calculated and shown. 

:  

Select single or multiple samples in the left list, then click "Print" to print report. 

: 

Select the needed item, and click this button to dilute sample and retest. If the instrument 

is running, it will dilute and re-test immediately, if not, user should start testing 

 Save the corresponding Q.C. result of the batch number 

: Statistics and inquiries 

▲ Search results 

 

Select Search date, and then enter search contents, click “ ” button, the system will 

show the samples that meets the search condition. 

 

: Click this button, user can search the patient number. If user input new ID number, 

the patient's name and so on, user can click this button to check whether the 

sample information exists or not; then click "confirmation", as shown in figure 5-21 

shows: 
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Figure 5-21 

▲ Selection of Print report format  

 

Select the needed print format; the system will set the format in default. 

▲  Print report format Setup 

1) Formats selection                                                                                                                                                                                                        

After choosing print formats, user should check the setup of “print.ini” under working 

directory, edit appropriate line numbers. The report can choose 0-3 types, but, the report 

lines need to be manually modified. The contents of print.ini which under working 

directory shows are as follows: 

 

 

    

Print template file:    ①samplereport0.rpt  ②samplereport1.rpt  

[MODE0] 
A5 single 
PrintStyle=0 
autoCal=0  
reportLine=18 

[MODE1]  
A5 two rows 
PrintStyle=1 
autoCal=0  
reportLine=18 

[MODE2] 
A4 single 
PrintStyle=2 
autoCal=0 
reportLine=36 

[MODE3] 
especial 
PrintStyle=3 
autoCal=0 
reportLine=11 
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  ③samplereport2.rpt  ④samplereport3.rpt 

 

2) Template Settings 

Taking the setting step of “sample report1.rpt” for example:  

Running software in a folder , it will appear as shown in Figure 5-22 

 

 

Figure 5-22 

Close the empty documents report1, click , Figure 5-23 will be shown: 

 

 
Figure 5-23 

Select appropriate working directory and open samples report1.rpt, as shown in 
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Figure 5-24 

 

 

Figure 5-24 

Double-click the message box, as shown in below Figure 5-25: 
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Figure 5-25 

Font size and format can be edited 

Double-click the result box, as shown below figure 5-26 

 

 

Figure 5-26 

Margins and gutter can be adjusted. 

 

Attention 

 Items calculation based on formulas for “computational item setup", it needs to be 

recalculated after results being treated 

 In the print settings, user can right-click ungroup to combine and distribute each filed. 

 

3)  Special print template setup 

This system support any size of the print format; take the following report as shown in 

Figure 5-27 for example. 
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Figure 5-27 

 

When select special print, commonly adopt needle continuous paper pattern, for example, 

EPSON LQ300K printer, it needs to be set WINNDOWS printer, to fit the size of each 

patient report, setup the paper pattern according to the report format. 

 

Take print format width of 25.4 cm height of 11.00 cm for example, WINNOWS settings 

are as follows: 

①� Open “Control Panel \ printers and fax machines \ files \ server attributes”, as shown 

in Figure 5-28 as follows, Create a new form, shown as Figure 5-29, e.g.: denominate 

the metric system “report4”, enter: length 25.4cm, height 11.00cm, confirm “save 

format”. 

②� Open the printer attributes, as shown in Figure 5-30 as follows, turn the draught 

paper to “report4”. 

③� Setting in software, after running software, choose “degree” and “sheet size”, choose 

“report4”, as shown in Figure 5-31 as follows. 
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Figure5-28 

 

Figure 5-29 
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Figure5-30 

 

 

 

Figure 5-31 

 

④ Printing format document “samplereport3.rpt” setting 

Run ReportCreatorEx.exe, close blank file report1, open samplereport3.rpt, it will show as 

follows Figure 5-32: 
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Figure 5-32 

 

Font size and format can be edited 

 

Attention 

 When one print format is confirmed, please open working directory and then open 

print.ini documents, modify printStyle and reportLine. 

[MODE] 

printStyle=2 

autoCal=0 

reportLine=18 

 When use the report paper which has been printed, the operator can delete the 

unnecessary fields in the template. 

5.5.2.3.2 Calibration result 

Users can find details of the calibration results in this menu. 

Click the main menu "Result \ calibration result…" or navigation task "Browse result \ 

calibration result ". Pop-up system menu, as shown follows Figure 5-33: 
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Figure 5-33 

Choose the calibration item in the item list, the calibration results with the current date will 

display in the form of list, and then click the needed item, curves of the calibration will be 

shown. If user want to delete the calibration results, user can select the items in the result 

list and click “delete”. 

: Batch view the calibration  

5.5.2.3.3 Q.C. results 

Control analysis refers to unified management of control test results in a certain period, to 

calculate coefficient of variation and print or output control diagram. 

Click "Result\ Q.C. result…" or "Result \ Q.C. result" in the navigation task, Pop-up system 

menu, as shown in Figure 5-34 as follows: 
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Figure 5-34 

Steps are as follows: 

1. Select the needed items. 

2. Select the date range of control analysis. 

3. All control test results in the selected date range will display in control list. At the same 

time system calculate coefficient of variation in accordance with results and output control 

diagram. 

In addition, users can also input control results in this menu directly; steps are as follows: 

1. Choose the item. 

2. Click "Add". 

3. Choose the batch number and enter control results. 

4. Click the “Save”. 

5. The added result will be saved in result list and output the control diagram. 

 

Take ALB control result for an example, click biochemical items ALB, and then select 

control numbers. The results show control result, control chart and CV, etc., as shown in 

Figure 5-35 as follows; it won’t show control chart if less than 2 control points. 
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Figure5-35 

 Add a run button "double QC" in the QC interface, user can directly use 

double QC chart. The executable file is QC.exe. of working directory, as shown in figure 

5-36: 

 

Figure5-36 
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5.5.2.3.4 Item result 

Users can browse real-time results or tested results in accordance with the biochemical 

item in this menu. 

Click "Result \ item result…" or "Browse results \ item result” in the navigation task for the 

main menu, pop-up system menu, as shown in Figure 5-37 as follows: 

 

Figure5-37 

Specific methods are as follows: 

Choose requisite date, then select item, the results of this item will be displayed in the 

results list with current date. 

 Batch Edit 

Batch edit the test results according to offset of control results  

Steps are as follows: 

1, Inverse "Refresh" checkbox. 

2, Use "Ctrl" or "Shift" to select requisite item. 

3, Enter modified factor. 

4, Click "Edit" button, the corresponding results will be recalculated and saved. 
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 In this option, user can view the biggest rows of results. 

 : 

Input edit factor and click "edit" to complete the edit of the corresponding testing results. 

 Print real-time results. 

 Choose requisite date. 

Refresh the results list 

 Display all test results of current system date. 

: User can send print results to excel file directly; and name and 

location can be changed. 

Tag Help: There are different tag tips in the results, “↑”means results above the normal 

range, “↓”results below the normal range; “*”means reagents’ absorbance exceeds the 

range set; "L" means results exceeds the scope of linear; "C" means enzymatic test linear 

curve below 95 %, need to be retested; D means dilution. 

 

Attention 

 All of the operation above should cancel the refresh function and switch to other items, 

and then return to the item. 

This menu is also available for the analysis of SD and CV value and printing function for 

the test results of same item, select the different test results which need analysis, then 

right-click and select "CV-SD" analysis or printing, the software will automatically calculate 

and display CV and SD values, as shown in Figure 5-38 as follows 
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Figure 5-38 

5.5.3 Title bar 

Display the name of current window 

5.5.4 Monitoring 

User can dynamically monitor all the working conditions, such as absorbance 

changes of each cup, the movement of manipulator, the blank status of the original 

reaction cup, etc. Open real-time monitoring during operating the equipment, and then 

click single reaction cup, the absorbance changes can be seen during whole process. 

5.5.4.1 Reaction trend chart 

Display the reaction curve of test items, as shown in Figure 5-39: 

 “Monitoring” bar can be displayed and hidden. 

 Fix the “Monitoring” bar 
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Figure 5-39 

5.5.4.2 Reaction data 

Show data for each reaction cup. Vertical column represents the reaction cycle, 

horizontal column represents the cup No., as shown in Figure 5-40 as follows: 

 

 

Figure 5-40 

5.5.4.3 Blank 

Show the blank voltages of cuvettes. Vertical column represents wavelength, horizontal 

column represents cup No., shown in Figure 5-41: 

 

Figure 5-41 
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5.5.4.4 Action 

Shows current working steps, as shown in Figure 5-42: 

 

Figure5-42 

5.5.5 State 

State is an auxiliary function, available to check the status of CAPS Lock, Number Lock, 

Screen Lock 

5.5.6 Alarm 

There is an alarm hints when lack of reagents/samples. 

5.5.7 Language 

Switch language of the software 
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Figure 5-43 

Method for changing Spanish language interface into English interface in the navigation 

bar: 

1, Select the menu "View \ Language \ English". 

2, Close the software. 

3, WINDOWS operating the registry order "Regedit" as following figure 5-44, delete all the 

BCGCO… items, see black box tips. 

4,Run Software again to complete the switch in English. 
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Figure 5-44 

5.6 Item 

5.6.1 Biochemistry item setup 

Parameter setup is the first step for biochemical test, only parameters are set correctly, 

the instrument can provide stable and accurate test results. 

Click the main menu "Item \ biochemistry item setup…", pop-up as follows as shown in 

Figure 5-45,  

 

 

Enter a password 999, click “OK”, user can edit biochemical parameters, or not enter 

password, click “cancel” directly, user can only query parameters, not modified. Enter 
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password "999", the system pop-up window, as shown in Figure 5-46: 

 

 

Figure5-46 

In the left side of the Basic biochemical item setup interface, the system will show 

biochemical items that have already setup in the database; the right is corresponding 

parameters of the item. In this menu, user can add, edit, print and delete test items. 

▲  Item Name 

 

Please enter the Item name and Full name. 

 

Attention 

 When input biochemical items, if item names include "-" symbols, please revise to "_" 

underscores symbols to avoid confusion with the calculation of the minus sign. For 

example, "r_GT" right; but "r-GT" wrong. 
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▲  Basic information 

   

 

： 

Click the drop-down menu, select item test methods. Methods include end points, kinetic, 

two points, two points end points, immune turbidity, multi-calibration, dual-wavelength and 

serum blank method. 

 

Attention 

● Linear range should set up correctly, zero is not allowed, the instrument will 

achieve automatic dilution function under this condition. 

: Click the filter, select the needed wavelength in the 

drop-down list 

: General NA, when adopting dual-wavelength method, 

user should select the needed wavelength in accordance with reagents user manual 

: To determine the decimal median reservations of the 

storage, display and print results, the select range is 0-4 

bit. 
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： Refer to the corresponding reagent manual to 

choose units. 

Attention 

 If user choose high-pollution cleaning function, water and detergent must be 

placed at correct position with hints. 

 

▲ Reagent Blank  

 

: Click the drop-down list to select blank medium 

: Save the absorbance of blank medium, if no calibration, the 

blank value must be zero. In addition blank value will be automatically saved when it is 

calibrated. In kinetic method, the software will deduct reagent blank value automatically 

: Enter low value of blank medium; its value must be lower than 

blank high. 

: Enter high value of blank medium; its value must be higher than 

blank low. 

  

Attention 

 Choosing reagents as blank medium and set the high and low blank value can 

be used for determination whether reagents absorbance is out of range or not. 

▲  Samples 
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: Sample volume range is 1-100ul, suggested  ≥ 2 ul 

 

： Input the instrument’s automatic dilution ratio, usually ≥ 2 

1). Choose half dilution mode  

Sample volume/ Dilution ratio=testing volume; Test results automatically multiplied by the 

dilution ratio; the default is 1, means no dilution, the routine set is "2" 

In "Run set of parameters" under "reaction panels," select “half dilution” mode, the 

relations between the largest number of diluted N and the diluted multiple D: 

Diluted sample VDilution=VSoriginal sample/ DN≥1.6UL 

2) Select water dilution mode, shown as figure 5-47  

 

Figure5-47 

Usually, sample dilution volume is set to 50 ul, and dilution ratio is 5 times; If needing big 

dilution ratio, user can reduce sample volume.    
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Diluted sample VDilution = VSoriginal sample / (D*N) 

(D means dilution ratio, N means Maximum dilution times) 

 

Attention 

 When setup dilution ratio, the sample volume can not be less than 1.60 ul.  

 Dilution mode needs to select ahead in Motor parameters in software  

 

 : Dilution correct factor after automatic dilution, 

normally 1. Taking ALT for example, the result is 300, after dilution, it change to 210, then 

user can calculate the dilution correct factor by 300/310=0.967 

 

Attention 

● The default value of dilution correct factor must be 1, it can not be zero or any 

other characters. 

：Setup normal value range, click this button to display the specific 

settings dialog, as shown in Figure 5-48: 
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Figure 5-48 

Normal low-value and high-value are used for testing results which is low, normal or high. 

Steps for input reference range: firstly click "Add" and then enter the reference range, 

finally click "Save." 

If user need to delete some reference range, choose it and and then click “delete” button. 

Save and exit. 

 : Specific Settings as shown in figure 5-49: 
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Figure 5-49 

If the value is lower than “Value Low Concentration”, the system will use sample volume in 

twice to test automatically, if the value is still lower than “value low Concentration”, it will 

increase 3 times or 4 times serum volume to test, the value will multiple relevant correct 

factor automatically. 

Attention 

 For the normal range settings, user should base on reagent manual or local 

conditions to establish their own reference range. 

▲  Reagents 

 

： 

Input the needed reagent volume. If the item tested by single reagent, it is the total volume. 
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Volume range 1-500ul.Usually, the reagent volume is set at 200-280ul per test. (when 

adopting lower reagent consumption technology, reagent volume set should be half) 

： 

If the item tested by double-reagent, user should input Reagent2 volume, range is 1-200ul, 

if set zero, it means no need to add reagent 2 

: 

Choose the check box, user can setup compensation volume to sample, reagent1 and 

reagent2, password 888 

: 

Choose the check box, user can adopt lower reagent consumption technology, it is 

optional function, need to be authorized by the manufacturer. 

(when adopting lower reagent consumption technology, reagent volume set should be 

half) 

：  

Adding reagents1 and reagent2 separately or together 

：  
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For high pollution item, user can choose the check box of Postpostion and Prepostion and 

select detergent kinds. Please refer to 5.6.5 for details. 

▲  Linearity 

：  

User should set up the linear range of reagents; please refer to the reagent manual. 

Attention 

 To ensure the instrument to dilute and re-examine normally, please set the 

accurate linear range, zero is not allowed. 

▲  Read data for check 

 

It is used for serum blank, kinetic method. In Kinetic method, user should set “Assistant” 

and “range”, if the change of absorbance is beyond of “range”, the system will calculate 

results by assistant test. Generally, choose the start point of “assistant” at the 4th point 

after adding reagent and serum, and choose 5 points. Taking ALT for example, linearity 

range: 500, Factor: 1746. Absorbance by calculation: 500*60%/1746=0.1718. In “range”, 

low value is set at -0.1718, high value is set at +0.1718. 60% is the result from experience, 

if the result exceeds 60% of linearity range, the instrument will automatically judge 

suitable test point. 

 

In Serum blank, test method is End point”, and select double-reagent. When add reagent 

1 to serum, select the assistant test point, commonly select 1-3 points in 9th -14th, for 

example, select 12th -14th. No need to set range, if the result exceeds linearity range, the 
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instrument will automatically dilute. 

： 

The selected range of test points is 0-45. The effective test point range of DS161 as 

shown in Figure 5-50: The time before start point is the incubation time, the range of test 

point is reading time. 

The method of test point setup: 

Testing cycle * Start point = Incubation time. For example, test method is end point, 

incubation time is 5 minutes, testing cycle is 20 seconds, so start point is Incubation 

time/testing cycle, that is 5*60/20=15. Test point is from 16th, and select 1-3 points, if test 

points are more than 1, the instrument will take the mean value, if end test point is more 

than 45th after calculation, choose 45th point.  

If test method is kinetic or two points, in single reagent, start point at 12 and end at 26. In 

double reagent, start point should be set after 16th. 

In kinetic method, assistant start point is set at 4th point after adding serum or reagent 2, 

and choose 5 points, so test point is start at 10th point, start point 10th, 11th, or 12th , and 

choose 10-12 points as end. 

 

Attention 

 When test double reagents, it is called serum blank to choose test point after adding 

reagents 1 and before adding reagent 2. 

 Test points should be set up under response curves, find a linear, select the effective 

test point above from 1st point of adding serum. 
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Figure 5-50 

  

Take CRE for example, as shown in Figure 5-51 as follows: 

 

 

Figure 5-51 

Dilution process is shown below: 

Take setting ALT Item parameters for example, R1 ：S=400 ：40, diluted multiples of 4, 

auxiliary testing conditions（ΔA/Min）=-0.20 ~ +0.20, the range is 500, As shown in Figure 
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5-52 as follows, P1 is reagents incubated time, P2 is assisted detection time, P3 for the 

detection of the time. First add the reagents, add samples from the 15th point, P2 is 

conditional of support detection, used to determine whether reaction is excessive, see if 

the equipment is automatically diluted, map of the Blue Line is the normal response curve, 

red color indicates that curve response is excessive, obviously results will be very high. 

The judgment ways of the instrument: 1) in response test, when│ Δ A / sub-│<0.20, 

equipment use the normal test point P3 to test results; 2)when 0.20 of P2<│ΔA/Min│< 

linear value 500/F, P2 will be use of testing the results; 3)when │ΔA/Min│of P2> linear 

value 500/F, four times the equipment is automatically diluted, and then re-judged by the 

above method; If after the four-fold diluting │ΔA/Min│of P2 >linear value 500/F, equipment 

will be diluted again, diluted 42=16 times, if the maximum number N of diluting is 3, diluted 

multiples is D, the equipment can be diluted up to three times, maximum dilution multiple= 

DN .  

Detergent dilution mode is different , sample will be diluted by detergent first,  

Result = Result diluted* D 

 

 

Figure 5-52 

 

Attention 

 Different models have different effective points for detection. 
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 Kinetic method assisted test point range=±(linear*60%/Factor) 

▲   Standard 

 

：  

Set 1 for single-calibration method or factor method;  

Set 2 multi-calibration method.   

：  

Input factor, if the instrument is used in the first time, for kinetic method, input the factor in 

accordance with the reagent user manual, for other methods, input 0, after calibration the 

system will save new factor automatically. 

：  

Edit the function of factor correction function. 

Click "Edit", it will enter the interface as shown in Figure 5-53: 
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Figure 5-53 

According to the actual situation for different testing items of the instrument, user can 

correct the calibration curve, set different power of the function, such as simple equation, 

Simultaneous Linear Equations, exponential equation, logarithmic equation, third power, n 

power etc. 

 

：Input the cup of standard in accordance with sample 

position setup 

： Input the concentration of standard 

：  

Multi-calibration settings. 

When calibration numbers are more than 1, click "Multistandard setup,"  it will enter the 

interface, as shown in Figure 5-54: 
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Figure5-54 

: Auto dilution in single standard, setup dilution ratio, the 

instrument will dilute the standard automatically, shown as figure 5-55 
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Figure 5-55 

Input the number of cup and concentration, then click “confirm”, no need to input 

absorbance, after calibration, the system will save absorbance automatically. In addition, 

user can input absorbance, the instrument will draw the standard curve automatically. 

： Cup position 

for water blank test. 

Attention 

 Different item is corresponding to different calibrations cup position. 

 The instrument is required for blank (reagents or distilled water) test firstly when 

testing calibrations, and then tests it. 

 For multi-calibration item, the instrument is required to be calibrated for each 

standard. If no standard put, please don’t input 0, suggested to input 0.0002, to avoid 
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“0” calculation 

 The setup of each calibration concentration should be followed from low to high 

  Click to add a new item’s parameter setting 

  Delete the existing biochemical Item. Select the item need to be 

removed from the left box of items list with "Ctrl" or "Shift" button, click "Delete" button. 

 click to save the settings 

See 5.6.6. 

 Print the selected item.  

  Back to Main menu 

 

Attention 

 After all items have been set up, please exit the software and run it again 

 After Adding a new item, user should set the corresponding reagent position, the item 

can be used normally.  

 When replacing reagents, user should pay attention to parameters setup of the item. 

 When setup parameters of biochemistry item, please refer to the reagent manual. 

 

5.6.2 Q.C. item setup 

Control is used to check the test results are normal or not, it has low, medium and high 

value. Running control can monitor the instrument’s status and ensure the reliability of 

results. As shown in Figure 5-56 as follows: 
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Figure 5-56 

The steps of control setting are as follows: 

1. Select biochemical items in the list, and then click "Add." 

2. Input the batch number of quality control, typical value, calibration deviation, date of 

first use and valid period according to the system prompt. 

3. Click "Save" button to save the control settings. 

If user want to delete the control items, first select items which need to be deleted from 

quality control list, and then click "Delete" button. 

 

Attention 

 

 Instrument can detect various controls without quantitative limitation. 

5.6.3 Calculate item setup 

Some results for biochemical test items need to be calculated, these calculated results are 

called the result of calculation item, while these calculation items written by biochemical 

formula named calculation item, as shown in Figure 5-56: 
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Figure5-57 

Steps of calculation item setup: 

1. Click "Add". 

2. According to the prompt to enter the item name, item full name, unit, decimals, normal 

high and low value. 

3. Select the item which participates in the calculation in the biochemical test items on the 

right, and then select the operator in the list of numbers, choose calculation item in the 

biochemical test list box.  

4. After a complete formula edit is finished, click "Save" button to save. 

If user want to delete the calibration item, first select the item to be deleted in the 

calculation by item list, and then click "Delete" button. 

Attention 

 The system provide common operational characters, formula written must be 

normative. 

5.6.4 Print item setup 

Setting of Print item is as shown in Figure 5-58 
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Figure5-58 

Steps of print item setup are as follows: 

1. Click "Add". 

2. Choose Print item type, "Character" or "Data". 

3. According to hints to input the item name, item full name, unit, decimals, and normal 

high or low value. 

4. After finishing, click "Save" button to save. 

If user want to delete print item, first select the item which to be deleted in the print options 

list, and then click "Delete" button. 

 

Attention 

 If “-" symbols are included in the name of the item ,please revise them to "_" 

underscores symbols, it can avoid confusion with "-" sign of items in calculation. 

5.6.5 Pollution item setup 

Setting of pollution item, as shown in Figure 5-59: 
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Figure5-59 

Steps of pollution item setup are as follows: 

 Click "Add". 

 Input names of pollution item. 

 Set volumes of sample, reagent 1, reagent 2, and one cup has its own position.. 

 Click "Save" button to save. 

If user wants to delete pollution clean item, first select the item which is to be deleted 

in the list of pollution clean item list, and then click "Delete" button. 

5.6.6 Reagent setup 

Click reagent Settings, input the password "999" and click "OK", as shown in figure 5-60 
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Figure 5-60 

User should set reagent position, volume, and alarm valve etc, as shown in Figure 5-61: 

 

Figure5-61 

 

The settings of relevant information: reagent 1, reagent 2, alarm threshold, t total reagent, 

and reagent bottle height etc. 
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: For scanning the whole reagent plate , 

and it will define the barcode information to the reagent position. 

： For scanning the reagent position of 

the “Cup No.”, and it will define the barcode information to the reagent position. 

Detection reagent button can test the remains of Reagent 1 and Reagents 2 to obtain 

current reagents information. 

 

Attention 

 The alarm threshold of Reagent 1 and Reagents 2 means alarm when test reagent is 

less than this value, yellow alarm and sound alarm tips will appear, so in order to hear 

this buzzer it is required to connect the computer speakers. 

 After setting up new biochemical items, reagents should be setup immediately, 

especially the total of reagents ,the height of reagent bottle and alarm threshold 

should be set first, then the item could be used normally, otherwise not test after 

starting the instrument. 

5.6.7 Other setup 

5.6.7.1 Sort by Item 

Through sorting of the test items, the system can realize the order of the item display 

and testing, as shown in Figure 5-62: 
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Figure 5-62 

: Button for adding. 

: Button for deleting. 

: Button for sorting. 

Take the reagents of TRIUP for example, recommended test order: ALT、AST、CK、LDH、

HBDH、Urea、AMY、P、GGT、ALP、TG、LA、UA、HDL-C、LDL-C、GLU、CHOL、

CK-MB、ApoA-I、ApoB、FMN、TP、Ca、Mg、CL、ALB、Crea、DBILI、TBILI. 

Principles of sorting: 

1. Separate strong acid reagent from alkali. 

2. Separate antibody from the non-antibody reagents. 

3. Put reagents together based on the same reaction principle, such as Trinder. 

4. Select wavelength by steps, with the best order of 340-800 nm to assemble for 

testing. 

 

Reagent classification 
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Strong acid reagents: ALB、CL 

Weak acid reagents: GLU、CHO、TG、AMY、CK、CK-MB、HDL-C、LDL-C、LACTATE、

TBILI、DBILI、P 

Weak alkaline reagents: ALT、AST、UREA、GGT、LDH、HBDH、ApoA、ApoB、UA 

Strong alkaline reagents: ALP、CA、Mg、TP、CREA、FMN 

 

Attention 

 Sorting of item can solve cross-contamination problems among the different items; 

operators can set it by themselves. 

5.6.7.2 Combination items 

During biochemical tests, some test items should be combined together to form a 

combination of biochemical test items, it is called as the "combination item", as shown in 

Figure 5-63, all the biochemical test items of the database is shown in the right list box, 

the left list box shows the combination of test items name which has been entered by 

users. 

 

Figure5-63 
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: Button for adding. 

: Button for deleting. 

: Button for sorting.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

For example, Combine "TG", "CHO" as "blood lipid". 

Methods are as follows: first, click “add” button, and then input the name of combination 

item, “blood lipid”, then choose the checkbox of "TG" and "CHO" in the right list box. 

5.6.7.3 Hospital Setup 

The name of the hospital, departments and doctors can be set here; the name of hospital 

is a title of the report, as shown in Figure 5-64: 

 

Figure5-64 

: Button for adding. 

: Button for deleting. 
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: Button for sorting 

5.6.7.4 Down-list setup 

Sex, type of samples, unit, diagnosis, remarks and etc can be set in this menu, as shown 

in Figure 5-65: 

 

Figure5-65 

: Button for adding. 

: Button for deleting. 

: Button for sorting.   

 

Attention 
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● Set parameters above, the length of the characters is at most 50. 

5.6.7.5 Item print sort 

Settings of print sort, as shown in Figure 5-66: 

 

Figure5-66 

 

Detailed steps are as follows: 

 Click "Reset" button. New added items can be showed. 

 Click adjusted items in the biochemical item list. 

 Click  button for sorting. 

5.6.7.6 User management 

The system requires laboratory personnel to enter a name for printing and working 

registration, 3-level privileges for users: administrators, maintenance man, operators, as 

shown in Figure 5-67: 
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Figure5-67 

Detailed steps are as follows: 

Firstly, click "Add". 

Secondly, input "User information". 

Thirdly, click "Save". 

User name and password for Admin, with the highest authority, to modify system 

parameters and managers; maintenance men can take mechanical testing; while the 

operators do not have right to amend system parameters and test machine, can only carry 

out daily operations. 

Admin is defaulted by system administrator, which can not be deleted or modified. 

 

Attention 

 The name of check in print report must keep unanimous with intraday login name. 
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5.6.7.7 Department Information Setup 

Set the department name and the doctor's name of hospital in "5.6.7.3 hospital", then 

choose the involved doctors name from the department in the "department information 

set", as shown in figure 5-68:  

 

Figure5-68 

5.6.8 “One button” combination action setup 

"One button combination action setup” is to define a series of process of start-up and shut 

down as a combination of action, click composite move in “Device run \ Device 

maintenance" to take combination maintenance, as shown in Figure 5-69: 
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Figure5-69 

: Upward move the basic movement 

: Downward move the basic movement 

: Add the basic movements to the combination movement 

: Move off the basic movement off the combination movement 

 

Steps of adding a combination action are as follows:  

 Click “Add” button. 

 Input the name of combination actions. 

 Select the basic movements from the basic action list, clicks , to form a 

combination of actions. 

 Click "Save" button to be recognized and preserved. 

 

Attention 

 While set combination action, “Blank test" must be placed after the “Affusion". 
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5.6.9 Blank display 

This menu can be used to check the status of reaction cups,  

Blue means that the absorbency is out of range (>0.025), big discrepancy among the 

related cup, reaction cup needs cleaning again,  

Red means that voltage value of reaction cup is too low (<30000), needs to be changed, 

or voltage value is too high (>62000), voltage is need to be adjusted. 

as shown in Figure 5-70: 

 

Figure5-70 

Attention 

 

 In "Hardware", the settings of cup voltage range and reaction cup's filter: 

“blankODFilter=0.025 

blankVotageMax=62000 

blankVotageMin=30000” 
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 To use the same batch reaction cup as much as possible, this can reduce 

discrepancy among the cups. 

 

5.7 Task 

5.7.1 Add sample 

See 5.5.2.2.1 

5.7.2 Add standard 

See 5.5.2.2.2 

5.7.3 Add Q.C. 

See 5.5.2.2.3 

5.8 Test 

5.8.1 Biochemistry test 

See 5.5.2.1.1 

5.8.2 Blank test 

See 5.5.2.1.2 

5.8.3 Stat and check reagent 

Stat and probe reagent are to detect the remaining amount, as shown in Figure 5-71: 
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Figure5-71 

Add the test item; click "Start test" button to enter Stat and check reagent interface, the 

interface can detect the remaining amount of reagent. If the instrument has installed bar 

code scanners, it can be adapted "barcode scan" to confirm the reagents position. After 

finishing detection of reagent, click “Start test" to begin testing tasks. 

 

Attention 

 Level detection is forbidden for being switched into other interface, or level detection 

will be terminated. 

 

5.9 Result 

5.9.1 Sample result 

See 5.5.2.3.1 
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5.9.2 Calibration result 

See 5.5.2.3.2 

5.9.3 Q.C. result 

See 5.5.2.3.3 

5.9.4 Results analysis  

Result Analysis can analyze samples, calibrations and control test results, and provide 

calculation, shown as Figure 5-71: 

 

Figure 5-72 

Steps are as follows:  

1. Choose date for data analysis  

2. Select types of data.  

3. Select sample ID in the list, the corresponding test items will appear in the item list. 

4. Choose the item which is required to be analyzed, wavelength, test results and other 

information will be shown for the item. 

5. If the absorbance for reagent blank and reaction results are needed to be 
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recalculated, user should set the test point range, and then click "calculate",  

 

Attention 

 After finding appropriate test point, the range of test points should be reset in "" 

Biochemistry item setup". 

5.9.5 Item result 

See 5.5.2.3.4 

5.9.6 Send result 

It can send the results to other computers, as shown in Figure 5-73 and figure 5-74 

shown: 

 

Figure5-73 
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Figure5-74 

User can check the results by sample ID, patient info. and send them, shown as figure 

5-73 

： Select the option, the system will enter the interface as figure 

5-74 shown, user can select the needed information to send. 

5.10 Device 

5.10.1 Device maintenance 

See 5.5.2.1.3 

5.10.2 Force stop test 

“Force stop test" button can stop all movements without any reason for an emergency, 

shown as Figure 5-75: 
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Figure 5-75 

Attention 

 “Force to stop test” should be used cautiously; otherwise, added reactant will not be 

able to resume testing. 

 

5.10.3 Pause test 

This function can be used for pausing the instrument’s working, user can place reagents, 

serums right now, but should be control in 20s, shown as figure 5-75  

 

Attention 

 Use "pause test" will prolong testing cycle, it may affect the test results. 

5.10.4 Action test 

Administrator or maintenance man can enter this interface, shown as Figure 5-76, it is 

used for testing each component actions. It is used to analyze instrument malfunctions by 

testing each movement components. 
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Figure 5-76 

Take “sample plate” position detection as an example, click "outer sample position", in 

sample plate to reset, input "5" and then click "samples position”, at this time the 5th 

sample position returns to the original position. Other actions are same as this operation. 

                                                                                                                                                                                      

Warning 

 Positions for sample arm, reagent arm, stirring arm, which must follow first horizontal, 

then vertical, the last reset. Otherwise, probes may be damaged. 

5.10.5 Device parameters 

Accurately setup motor parameters of the instrument, it can avoid probe collision and 

instrument damage during instrument’s running. The system provides a series of motor 

movement parameters for reference, before the instrument leave factory, device 

parameters have been set up; But, because of transportation and other reasons, probes 

positions may be a slight shift, that need to make proper adjustments. The following 

introduce the functions of each settings column in detail, input Password: 999,, shown in 

Figure 5-77: 
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Figure 5-77 

5.10.5.1 Device 

Enter device parameter and then input the password "999" and click “ok”, the interface is 

shown in Figure 5-78: 

 

Figure 5-78 

Before the instrument leave factory, device parameters have been set up. There are 

below settings: 

"twice-washing”: wash cuvettes twice 

"12-channel": selected it for 12-channel motherboard, if not for 8-channel. 
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"Mix arm": selected it for an independent mixing probe, or not without a independent 

mixing probe. 

“Open anti-clogging”: choose it, the probe will have anti-clogging function. 

 “Add detergent”: select it means detergent cleaning function is added at cleaning head. 

“Start auto-dormancy”: means the instrument can enter dormant to protect light source  

Communication: set up communications ports of the hardware with it, serial port of the 

main board is COM1. 

“Anti-clogging setting”: show responding relationship between diluter and 

probes.(optional) 

 

Attention 

 If the instrument equips a bar code scanner, reagents and samples should have the 

same serial port scan.  

 

Warning 

 The above parameters is decided by the instrument hardware configuration, not allow 

to change freely, otherwise the instrument can not be used.   

5.10.5.2 Reaction plate 

Settings of reaction plates parameters, as shown in Figure 5-79: 
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Figure 5-79 

After resetting reaction plates, each parameter setup are as follows:  

▲ Basic parameters 

Control Board Address: address code for control motor, all motors only one. 

Starting speed: 248 

Running speed: 249 

Reaction plate temperature: 37℃.  

The first probe position for cleaning arm: the corresponding reaction cup No. 

The last probe position for cleaning arm: the corresponding reaction cup No..  

Position of adding sample: for adding sample position in the reaction plate  

Position of adding reagent:  for adding reagent 1 position in the reaction plate  

Position of adding reagent 2: for adding reagent 1 position in the reaction plate   

Colorimetric optical path: effective thickness of the light through the cuvettes. 

Test cycle: complete one whole sampling and testing cycle, it can be changed properly 

according to the incubation time. 

Max. Absorbance range: The max. Absorbance value that the instrument can read 

Max. factor: The max. factor that the instrument can test during calibration 
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▲ Test options 

Absorbance amendment: after contrasting with standard absorbance, discrepancy can be 

corrected with by this menu (optional) 

Offset amendment: deducting the offset value during testing (optional) 

Blank amendment: water blank absorbance can be deducted each cycle during testing. 

Add water by cleaning head during testing to test water blank. (optional) 

 

5.10.5.3 Sample plate 

Setting of sample parameters, as shown in Figure 5-80: 

 

Figure 5-80 

▲Motor  

Address for sample-control panel: address code for control motor.  

Starting speed: 245-248.  

Running speed: 250  

▲Position of outer ring:  
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Position for the outer ring of sampling: for testing settings and pick and roll is correct or 

not. 

Samples number: the cup number of outer ring in sample plate. 

Outer ring paces: paces between the neighboring cups. 

DS-161: sample set of 30 samples (20 of inner ring, 10 of outer ring), the outer ring paces 

360.  

Pace is that the steps of adjacent cup by motor, such as outer ring step of sample is 360, it 

means every passing a cup, the motor move 360 paces and calculation of pace: 

400*9/Cup number = paces (400*9/10=360) 

▲  Inner Ring position  

Same setting as out ring position 

▲ Parameter for a plate with double arms 

No this function of DS-161 

▲  Other 

Level alarm threshold: the minimum of remaining samples security paces, below this 

value, the system will alarm “insufficient sample”. 

Label direction: the orientation of samples position. 

▲  Scanner setup 

Out cup no.: Scanner to the sample position in outer ring 

Inner cup no.: Scanner to the sample position in inner ring 

Out cup adjust: Adjust the steps slightly, to make scanning head aligned to the outer cup 

position. 

Inner cup adjust: Adjust the steps slightly, to make scanning head aligned to the inner cup 

position. 
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Scan time: When scanning the sample with barcode, waiting time for triggering scanning 

head, usually in 7 seconds 

Number of steps: When scanning barcode unsuccessfully, user should slightly adjust the 

step of sample plate, meanwhile trigger scanner, to increase the scanning success rate. 

▲ Action setup 

To test whether sample plate movement is correct or not 

5.10.5.4 Reagent plate 

Set parameters for reagent plate, as shown in Figure 5-81: 

 

Figure5-81 

Setting of reagent plate parameters are the same as sample plate.  

The same plate of R1, R2: (The instrument has no the function.) 
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： 

 It is used for revising the reagent position and the scan head when scanning. 

 

5.10.5.5 Reagent arm 

The parameters of reagent arm shown in Figure 5-82 as following: 

 

Figure5-82 

Horizontal position: horizontal paces for probe movement;  

Vertical position: maximum vertical paces for probe movement; 

Sample vertical position divides into 3 types: Cup, test tube, Mini test tube 

Control board and motors setting are as the same as sample plate; 
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Horizontal starting speed: available to set at 251,252 or 253, if sample probe is fast, 

suggested 251 

Horizontal running speed: o 251,252,253, if the speed of sample probe is too fast, can be 

set to 251; 

Vertical motor speed and injector motor speed, please do not modify; 

▲  Injector  

Sampling air isolation: 5 - 30; 

500UL motor steps: 3000, in accordance with volume of injector  

Pump time: generally 20-40ms, it can be prolonged according to the actual needs, while 

test cycle is needed to be prolonged if pump time prolonged 

Syringe suction delay: generally set 3-10. 

 

5.10.5.6 Wash arm 

Setting of wash arm parameters, as shown in Figure 5-83: 

 

Figure5-83 
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▲ Control board address  

Arm lift motors: 31 for all address codes  

Input water valve: 31 for all address codes.  

Input water pump: 21 for all address codes.  

Waste water pump: 20 for all address codes.  

Bubble release valve: 25 for all address codes.   

▲ Position and time  

Vertical-wash position: wash arm drops to the depth of reaction cup.  

Affusion time: filling time for reaction cup generally 5-15.ms  

Time for pumping waste water: pumping time for reaction cup, generally 20-30 ms. 

 

5.10.5.7 Mixing arm 

Setting of mixing arm parameters, as shown in Figure 5-84: 

 

Figure5-84 

▲ Control board address  
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Arm lift motors: 28 for all address codes  

Air pump: 97 for all address codes.  

Air valve: 96 for all address codes.   

▲  Motor speed 

Motor low speed: 77 

Motor high speed: 252 

：Mix arm vertical position settings 

： Airing time, fixed setting, no modification 

： 

Check whether pump/valve is normal or not. 

The vertical position setting of Air mixing probe is based on liquid not spilled out of the cup, 

if too deep, it may generate bubble, thus it will impact the test results. 

Pump 1 and valve 1 is to control air mix probe 1; Pump 2 and valve 2 is to control air 

mix probe 2. 

Warning 

 Address codes for motors, valves, pumps are prohibited to be changed. 

 Test positions for sample arm, the reagent arm, mixing arm, must follow first 

horizontal, then vertical, the last reset. Otherwise, probes easy to be damaged. 
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5.11 Help 

5.11.1 Help 

Shows help information after clicking. 

5.11.2 Important information 

Explain computer configuration and installation, details as follows:  

1. Computer configuration:  

CPU: P4, the motherboard: Asustek, Gigabyte  Intel 865 or above, and have a stable 

COM mouth, more than 1G memory, 52-speed drive, more than 64M AGP, run normally, 

built-in modem 56K.  

2. Copy all the folders and files to hard disk.  

3. Select all the folders and files; view their attribute, read-only attribute of the document 

will be removed.  

4. If the open interface for the English menu, please select "Chinese" option in "View" 

menu under the "Language".  

5. Login:  

Checker:  admin  

Password: admin  
 

5.11.3 About ABA 

Introduction of the software version, please see Figure 5-85: 
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Figure5-85
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Chapter 6 REGULATION OF ROUTINE 

OPERATION 

6.1 Turn on 

Turn on the power and preheat for 30 minutes before operation. 

 

 Attention  

 Ensure the distilled water barrel with enough water and the distilled water barrel is 

empty before operating. 

 Check the waste liquid tube and distilled water tube are blended or not to ensure its 

connection well before operating. 

 Check whether power plug of the instrument is connected to power outlet safely 

before operating. 

6.2 Routine maintenance  

Enter into “Device maintenance”, click “Device reset” and “Wash pipeline” four times and 

then click “Wash probe” item four times, at last, click “Wash all cuvettes” three times. 

Users can also use “a key maintenance” to accomplish above operations. 

Attention  

 Ensure each probe is in its origin position before clicking “Device reset” item. 

 Check whether cuvettes are placed well and the surface of the cups are smooth and 

horizontal before routine maintenance. 

 Please wash the cuvettes before using. 

 The routine maintenance before testing is to wash reaction cups and adding probes 

to improve accuracy of testing result. 
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 Wash pipelines and probes before testing is to get rid of bubbles in the tubes to avoid 

water from spraying and the inaccuracy of adding sample. 

 

6.3 Blank test 

Enter into the “Device maintenance” item, which is a menu of the “Device run” to click 

“Wash pipeline” three times and then enter “Blank test” item to click the “Affusion” item 

and click “Test” item three times and store them. Set the number of the discrepancy of cup 

selections as 0.025. If the absorbency of each cup blank selected is not more than 0.025, 

it means the instrument is in good condition and can run normally. Or otherwise, it needs 

to be washed for testing again. Pump water directly or clean finally. Of course this value is 

between 0.025 and 0.035 that can be used, but it isn’t perfect. 

 

 Attention  

 After testing cuvettes water blank three times, the change of absorbency for reaction 

cups should be no more than 0.025. Otherwise, clean and test them again. 

 It is necessary to drain water after water blank test; otherwise it may affect the test 

results. 

 The purpose of filtration cuvettes is to filtrate unqualified cups with not good light 

transmission. Please use the same group for good light transmission. 

 During the filtration, the cuvettes, with the absorbance more than 0.05, need to wash, 

and retest or replace them directly. If cuvettes absorbance is in 0.2-0.3, they can be 

used, but it may affect the test results. 

6.4 Add sample, control and standard 

Click “Add sample” in the menu with “Task” and some information for patients can input at 

the same time. Besides, “add calibration “and “control” are also available. 
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Attention 

 Make sure that the reagent, quality control, calibration are qualified and in period of 

validity. 

 Control is used to check whether the result is normal or not, running control every day 

can monitor the instrument performance, thus ensure the reliability of test results. 

 Standard is used to calibrate the instrument to make sure the accuracy of the test 

results. 

 It is important to choose serum cup or test tube in container item. Or else, sample 

probes may be destroyed. For example, test tube is chosen, but container place 

serum cup, it probably destroys the probe. 

 Ensure reagent, water, control and calibration are ready before adding. 

 Don’t put reagent or water on the table board of instrument for avoiding liquid from 

leaking into the instrument. 

 Clean reagent containers every week to avoid crystal. 

 

6.5 Test 

Enter into “Device run” menu firstly, open “Device maintenance” item and choose “Wash 

probe” to clean the probe three times. Then, click “Start test” item. 

 

 

 

 Add emergency sample at any time during the test. 

 Samples with absorbency and reaction curve are not unusual should be 

retested instantly. 

 Pay attention to reagent volumes during test. When yellow alarm, user should 

add the relevant reagents timely. 

 Attention  
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 The instrument is used for clinic diagnostics, results for reference only.  

 

 

 

 It is dangerous to touch reagents, there is risk of damage to skin, when it happens, 

please clean as soon as possible. 

 Patients’ serum samples perhaps have some potential biological risk, please don’t 

touch them directly. 

 Probes perhaps carry on serum sample, control, or calibration. Therefore, it’s 

necessary to avoid hands from touching the probes because of their biological risk. 

 

 

6.6  Print test result 

Enter into “Browse result” menu, choose “Sample result” item and then click “Print” item. 

 

 

 

 The items that are not tested by the instrument can be input directly. 

 If item needs to be calculated, click “Calculate item” firstly, then print it. 

 Once the test result is amended, click the “Calculate item” again. 

 

6.7 Routine maintenance  

Enter into “Device run” in Navigation Bars and then choose “Device maintenance” item. 

Click “Device reset” firstly, click “Wash pipeline” item and “Wash probe” three times 

separately, and then click “Wash all cuvettes” item, finally, click “Affusion” item. 

 Warning  

  Attention  
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Above operations can be finished with “one key maintenance” function. 

 

6.8 Turn Off 

User can use one button maintenance to complete turning off. 

Collect and store reagents, control, calibration and sample well and turn off power switch. 

 

 

 

 Dispose the wasted sample and wasted liquid according to the regulations of the 

state and the local department.  

Attention  
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Chapter 7 REAGENT, SAMPLE, DETERGENT, 

CONTROL AND CALIBRATION 
 

7.1 Reagent 

In order to get accuracy testing results, we suggest that you buy TRIUP’s biochemical 

reagents to match with the instrument. 

 

7.2 Sample disposal 

Vein blood 4 ml is collected with vacuum tube; after an hour, with speed 3000rpm do 

centrifugal processing to extract serum. If the sample is to be tested on that day, it can be 

kept it under room temperature, but if it is tested the other day, it needs to be cold storage. 

If it is kept over one day, the sample should be extracted serum and in cold storage 

 

7.3 Detergent 

Detergent is used for routine cleanness and maintenance .It is easy to clear the organic 

stains in the tube and probes with detergent. 

Using methods: 

It takes about 5 to 10 minutes for probes, reaction cups and tubes to be dip into the 

detergent. Please wash them with distilled water. 

 

Warning   
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 Comply with introductions for detergent container strictly and wear protective glasses 

and rubber gloves well. Once the detergent splashes to your skin, wash it as soon as 

possible, or see a doctor.  

7.4 Control 

Control is used to control the testing quality of instrument to make testing result more 

accurate. It is suggested to run control every day. 

 

Attention  

 For the Usage and storage for control, please refer to control user manual. 

 Operator should reset parameters of the control item for those replaced control. 

 Ensure controls are in valid period. 

 Suggest to establish management system of control. 

 

7.5 Calibration    

Calibration is used to calibrate the instrument to get accurate test results. The instrument 

needs to be calibrated under conditions as follows: 

1. Install the instrument in the first time 

2. Replace reagents. 

3. Control result exceed the normal range 

4. Instrument being repaired 

 

Attention  

 Ensure calibration is in valid period. 

 If calibration is replaced, the operator should reset the biochemical item parameters.    
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Chapter 8 DEVICE MAINTENANCE 

8.1 Daily maintenance 

It needs to be maintained after testing every day. Steps are written as follows: 

1. Enter into “Device/ device maintenance” item or “Device run/ device maintenance” 

navigation bar. 

2. Click “Device reset”  

3. Click “Wash pipeline” three times  

4. Click “Probe maintenance” six times. Three times firstly with AC detergent and then 

three times with AK detergent. 

5. Click “Wash probe” three times  

6. Click “wash all cuvettes” three times. 

7. Affusion water into cuvettes. 

In order to make the equipment maintenance more convenient, the designer has set daily 

maintenance combination action. The first step is to enter into “Device / device 

maintenance” or “Device run/ device maintenance” navigation item and then choose items 

what you want. 

Besides, it needs to be maintained under the conditions as follows: 

  1, Before testing every day; 

 2, After testing every day. 

 

warning 

 Comply with Caution on the detergent container strictly and wear protective glasses 

and rubber gloves well. Once the detergent splashes to your skin, wash it as soon as 

possible. If it is serious, see a doctor if necessary.  
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8.2 Weekly maintenance 

Weekly maintenance for the instrument Steps as follows 

1. Enter into “Device / device maintenance” or “Device run/ device maintenance” in 

the navigation bar 

2. Place AC cleanser at reagent position 1. Click “soak cuvettes” and the instrument 

begins to add it. 

3.  “soak cuvettes” for ten minutes and then click “Wash all the cuvettes” three times. 

4. Place H-AC in reagent position 1 and click “Probe maintenance” four times. After 

this, replace the H-AC with H-AK, click “Probe maintenance” four times either. It is 

easy to clear the fibrin in the probes. 

5. Take out cuvettes; clean cuvettes surface with rub-papers by hand. Do it carefully 

to avoid testing surface of cuvettes from damage. 

6. Replace cuvettes and planish to ensure their surfaces are horizontal. 

7. Clean probes and wash probes with alcohol tampons meanwhile ensure no batt is 

absorbed in the probepoint of probes and washing probes and don’t drop into the 

reagents containers. Besides, not to remove, bend or destroy probes and washing 

probes. 

8. Clean up reagent cases to avoid it from crystal. 

Weekly maintenance under the conditions： 

1. Considerable workload Everyday  

2. Running after a week  

3. Not being used for one week 

8.3 Monthly maintenance 

Monthly maintenance under the conditions: 

1. Enter into “Device/ device maintenance” or. “Device run/ device maintenance” in 

the navigation bar  
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2. Put all the tubes into detergent with AK detergent  

3. Firstly wash the tubes there times and then make probes washed three times. 

Ensure tubes and probes are soaked in the detergent. 

4. Soak them in five minutes; then put them into distilled water. 

5. Click “Wash pipeline” five times and then click “Wash probe” five times 

6. Take out the cuvettes; clean the surface of cuvettes with rub-papers by hand. Do it 

carefully to avoid the testing surface of cuvettes from damage. 

7. Put back the cuvettes and planish them to ensure their surfaces are horizontal. 

8. Operate the “Weekly maintenance” one time. 

Check cycling pump cooling liquid: 

Loose the screw anticlockwise, if cooling liquid is less than one third of the container, user 

should inject water by pipettes, shown as figure 8-1  

 

Figure 8-1 

If the instrument is no use in a long time, user should empty the cooling liquid. Open the 

left side cover of the instrument, loose the blue button anticlockwise to empty the water, 

after empty, tighten it, shown as figure 8-2 

 

Figure 8-2 

 Attention  

 After the cuvettes have been used for more than one month, user should clean 

surface to avoid dust. 
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8.4 Quarter- maintenance 

  

Quarter-maintenance is necessary for the instrument.  

Detailed operation are as follows: 

Clear stains on their surface firstly; feed lubricating oil on add sample arm, reagent arm, 

wash arm and guide stem of dilutor. Check whether the piston of dilutor leak or not and 

clean the tip of piston with alcohol tampon. Besides, it is necessary to smear grease in the 

half of piston to avoid leakage and airproof syringe 
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Chapter 9 TROUBLESHOOTING 
This chapter introduces all kinds of malfunctions for routine operations, and analyzes 

some related reasons and solutions for malfunctions. 

 

 Warning 

 Turn off the analyzer and cut off power supply firstly for maintenance. If the analyzer 

is running, maintenance is dangerous for the analyzer and the operator. Therefore, 

the work must be taken by professional maintenance men. 

 Matching power supply and voltage for the analyzer. Or else, TRIUP is not  

responsible for it 

 Caution 

● To analyze samples under malfunctions, maybe some correct results can not be got. If 

the malfunctions exist for during analyzing samples, please solve them and then analyze 

samples. 

 

Attention 

 This manual is not part of the maintenance booklet and only a reference for the 

operator to dispose malfunctions. 

 

 Sample, control samples, calibration samples, wasted liquid and so on have potential 

biochemistry risk. Therefore, the operator must comply with the regulations for safe 

operation to wear personal guard such us: gloves, protective clothing. 

9.1 Malfunction phenomenon and maintenance 

Please take measures to eliminate malfunctions when the analyzer is running or not, If 
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malfunctions are in Chart 9-1 still exist, please contact with the after service department or 

local franchisers of TRIUP as soon as possible. We are pleasure to serve you. 

                                      Chart 9-1 

Malfunctions 

phenomenon 
Possible reasons Disposal steps 

1. The 

analyzer 

doesn’t work 

when the 

power is 

on(the 

indicator light 

is off) 

1. The power cable is 

disconnection. 

2. Main program is not 

started up. 

3. Fuse is broken. 

4.The alternating current 

socket has no power。 

1. Examine the connection whether is in 

good condition. 

2.Turn off the analyzer and restart the 

analyzer after 5 minutes  

3. Examine the fuse. 

4. Examine the socket whether has 

power. 

If malfunctions still exist, please contact 

with the after service of TRIUP or local 

service departments as soon as 

possible.  

2. The liquid 

leaks from 

analyzer 

 

1. The tube is damaged. 

2. Connections break off. 

3.Dilutor syringe leak 

4.3-way valve is jammed. 

5.The pump leaks water 

6. The bulb-release case 

leaks water. 

Turn off the power firstly; wipe the liquid 

leaked away , then examine whether the 

connections break off, the tube 

is undamaged and the pump & the air 

bubble release case exist leakage, and 

check 3-way valve is jammed  

If malfunctions still exist, please contact 

with the after service of TRIUP or local 

service department as soon as possible. 

3. The 

connection 

between the 

computer and 

1. The analyzer hasn’t 

chosen the right COM port, 

MAINCOM=O (COM1). 

2.RS232 is not connected 

1.Reset the COM1 of the analyzer 

2.Examine the RS232 cable  

3.Reset the testing channel under the 

item “ analyzer’s running/device” 
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the analyzer is 

failed (the 

indicator of 

power is on) 

well or it’s inside wires is 

connected well 

3. The setting of testing 

channel of the analyzer is 

wrong. 

4. The computer’s COM is 

wrong. 

5.The signal line of motor’ 

control breaks off。(6 line) 

6.Main program is not 

started up and the mother 

board is something wrong。 

7.The parameter 

of“ Hardware” of the 

analyzer has missed 

8. The software runs two 

windows at the same time. 

9.12 channel is set wrongly 

in the setting of parameter of 

the hardware 

 

4.Replace  the COM of computer 

5.Examine the signal line of motor’ 

control 

6.Turn off the analyzer and restart the 

analyzer after 5 minutes 。 

7.Copy the backup documents or use 

the function “the restore of the hardware 

parameter” 

8.Close one window of them ，or restart 

computer 

9.Choose the appropriate channel 

according to the mother board 

If malfunctions still exist, please contact 

with the after service of TRIUP or local 

service department as soon as possible. 
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4. Sample is 

not absorbed 

in. 

1.Sample probe jammed 

2.Dilutor syringe doesn’t 

work 

3.Dilutor syringe leaks water 

4.The sample probe touches 

the bottom of cuvettes 

5.There’s something wrong 

with liquid level sensor so 

that the sample probe can’t 

get into the cup 

6. The tube is damaged and 

the connections break off. 

7.Relevant magnetism valve 

is damage or out of work 

1.Get it through by a thin probe and run 

“probe maintenance” 

2.Examine the dilutor syringe and motor 

and check the setting of address code of 

the dilutor 

3.Replace the piston of dilutor syringe 

4.Adjust the height of probe 

5.Get down the sensitivity of liquid level 

sensor and examine the connection, 

make sure the probe touches the 

surface of sample every time   

6. Check the tube is broken and or 

connections break off. 

7. Examine the electromagnetic valve by 

the motion testing program whose 

voltage is 24V. 

If malfunctions still exist, please contact 

with the after service of TRIUP or local 

service department as soon as possible. 

5. The sample 

probe touches 

the bottom of 

cup or can’t 

get into the 

cup 

1. The line of liquid level 

sensor is broken or is not 

connected well. 

2. The sensitivity is too high 

or low. 

3. The parameter that the 

high of probe is wrong set. 

4.The motor board is 

damaged 

5. Sample cuvettes can’t 

1.Check the line of liquid level sensor 

2.Adjust the sensitivity of liquid level 

sensor（8-13） 

3.Get down the position to make the 

distance between the reagent &sample 

probe and the bottom of reaction 

cuvettes as 3mm and the distance 

between sample probe and reaction 

cuvettes and the bottom of serum 

cuvettes are both 3mm。 
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check the bottom of the rack 

because of its 

electromagnetic valve. 

4.Examine electromagnetic valve by the 

motion testing program 

5.Choose the eligible sample cup  

If malfunctions still exist, please contact 

with the after service or local service 

department of TRIUP as soon as 

possible. 

6. Water 

suspends in 

the tip of probe 

after cleaning. 

1.Tube’ damage or break 

make it leak air      

2. Reagent probe is 

jammed. 

3.Relevant electromagnetic 

valve  

4. Dilutor syringe exist 

leakage. 

5. Sample probe prick the 

bottom of the cuvettes. 

6. There exists bleb in tube. 

1. Examine the tube. 

2.Get it through by a thin probe or run 

“probe maintenance” 

3.Examine electromagnetic valve by the 

motion testing program 

4. Replace the piston or glass tube of 

dilutor syringe. 

5. Adjust the position of sample probe 

and the sensitivity of liquid level sensor. 

6. Take “probe cleaning”5 times. 

If malfunctions still exist, please contact 

with the after service or local service 

department of TRIUP as soon as 

possible. 

. 

7. Cleaning 

probe of 

washer drops 

water  

1. If the short probe drops 

water after cleaning, it 

indicates the one-way valve 

is not closed well. 

2. If the short probe drops 

water after cleaning, the 

down depth of the probe is 

1. Take the tube away, clean and 

press it in the opposite  direction with 

syringe to make it closed completely  

2. Adjust the down depth of cleaning 

block to make it touch the bottom 

properly. 

3. Adjust the long probes in level line 
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too deep to touch the bottom 

of the cuvettes. 

3. The cleaning longer probe 

drops water or the seven 

probes of cleaning device 

are not in level line so that 

they absorb water 

incompletely to cause 

leakage. 

4. When the analyzer’s 

reposition or the probe 

cleaning is taken, the short 

probe drops water. It should 

be that 3-way 

electromagnetic valve is not 

closed well. 

5. Cleaning block is loose. 

6.Cleaning block is not in the 

middle 

and the cleaning block is 1mm lower 

than other long probe; test it by 

maximum motor step, the cleaning block 

can touch the bottom properly, but the 

other probe don’t touch the bottom.  

4. Open electromagnetic valve and 

clean membrane. 

5. Fix the cleaning block with pastern. 

6. Adjust the vertical position of cleaning 

block and ensure cleaning block lie 

centre of cuvettes after adjusting the 

position of holder. 

If malfunctions still exist, please contact 

with the after service  or  local service 

department of  TRIUP as soon as 

possible 

8. The testing 

results is not 

accurate 

1.The reaction cuvettes is 

dirty 

2. The facula of optical path 

doesn’t locate in the middle 

of cuvettes. 

3. The voltage of reaction 

cuvette is not in the usual 

range. 

4. The tube is damaged. 

5. The dilutor syringe exist 

1. Replace the reaction cuvettes. 

2.Adjust the facula of fiber to make it lie 

in the middle and the distance between 

the facula and the bottom of reaction 

cuvette is 1.5—2mm。 

3.Adjust the value of signal and offset 

4.Examine the tube  

5.Replace the piston or glass tube and 

add grease 

6. Adjust the position and height of the 
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leakage. 

6. The position and height of 

sample probe are 

unsuitable. 

7. Reagents and quality 

control sample are out of 

date. 

8.Electromagnetic valve is 

damaged 

9. The liquid level sensor is 

out of work. 

10.The setting of testing 

parameters is wrong 

11The testing voltage and 

absorbency are unstable. 

12. Sample & reagent 

probes are jammed. 

13. Can not well control to 

the temperature of reaction 

plate. 

14. RS232 cable is loose. 

15. There’s water left behind 

in the reaction cuvette 

because the reaction 

cuvette is unstable or the 

cleaning tip is not in the 

appropriate height. 

16.Encoding disk rubs the 

sensor 

sample probe. 

7. Replace the reagents and quality 

control sample。 

8.Examine the electromagnetic valve by 

the motion testing program。 

9.Adjust the sensitivity of liquid level 

detecting board 

10.check and reset the parameters 

11. Check whether connection to ground 

is well ad voltage is stable and the 

testing board is loose or leak light. 

Examine whether the filter is damp and 

the sides of fiber is fixed well. Besides, 

the range of facula isФ2—Ф2.5. 

12.Get it through by a probe and take 

“probe maintenance” 

 

13.Check or adjust control of the 

temperature of reaction plate 

14.Fix the RS232 cable 

15. Adjust the position of reaction 

cuvette and the height of cleaning tip to 

keep them level. 

16. Adjust the encoding disk to make it 

locate in the middle and clean the 

sensor with alcohol or blow, or replace it. 

17. Connect the testing cable again. 

18.Short pin2,3 of no used channel  

19.fixed the counting sensor(short 
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17. The testing cable isn’t 

connected well. 

18 Not short pin2,3 of no 

used channel 

19. The sensor used for 

counting is loose. 

20.The water used for 

cleaning cuvette is not 

enough 

 

sensor) 

20. Extension of the time of water-in and 

make the capacity as a half of the 

cuvette. 

If malfunctions still exist, please contact 

with the after service  or  local service 

department of  TRIUP as soon as 

possible 

9. The voltage 

is zero or 

rather lower 

when the 

cuvette water 

blank value is 

tested 

1.The lamp is damaged 

2. The wire connected with 

lamp is loose. 

3. There’ is something 

wrong with the voltage of 

power supply. 

4. There is something wrong 

with the cable connected 

with signal device  

5.  There is something 

wrong with mother board  

6.  The filter is damp 

7.  RS232 connection is 

useless. 

1. Replace the lamp 

2. Examine the connection of the lamp. 

3.Examine or change the power supply  

4.Examine the signal connection 

5. Replace the mother board 

6. Replace the filter  

7. Examine whether the  RS232 

connection is loose or change it. 

If malfunctions still exist, please contact 

with the after service  or  local service 

department of  TRIUP as soon as 

possible 

10. The 

reagents and 

the water can’t 

be absorbed 

and distributed 

1. Sample & reagent probe 

is jammed. 

2. Leakage exists in Dilutor 

syringe. 

 3, Liquid level detecting is 

1.Get it through by a probe and take 

“probe maintenance” 

Change the piston or glass tub   

3.Adjust the sensitivity of liquid level 

detecting board 
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useless. 

4. Relevant electromagnetic 

valve is damaged. 

5. The tube breaks off. 

 

4.Examine electromagnetic valve by the 

motion testing program 

5.  Examine the tube. 

If malfunctions still exist, please contact 

with the after service  or  local service 

department of  TRIUP as soon as 

possible 

11. The 

software is 

crashed  

when the 

operator 

modify  the 

name of 

patients  

The option of the dialog box 

“the item “Name” of 

data-base is bank or not" is 

‘NO”. It’s limit to version V3. 

Open the data-base and find out the 

SAMPLE_PATIENT_INFO and then 

design the database. Choose the option 

of the dialog box “the item “Name” of 

data-base is bank or not" as ‘YES”. 

If malfunctions still exist, please contact 

with the after service  or  local service 

department of  TRIUP as soon as 

possible 

12. The 

analyzer 

doesn’t test 

the items 

inputted 

1. The information of the 

reagents is set integrally. 

2. The LASTID of data-base 

is less than the ID sequence 

generated automatically by 

the patients at present. 

3. There are some blank 

characters in the information 

of the reagents.( It’s limit to 

version V3) 

1. Set integral information about the 

reagents. 

2. Amend the LASTID of data-base as 

the ID of the last patient pluses one. 

3.  Open the REAGENT_INFO of 

Biochemistry and delete the items 

without names.  

If malfunctions still exist, please contact 

with the after service  or  local service 

department of  TRIUP as soon as 

possible 

13. The setting 

of machine 

The character of document 

“Hardware” is read only. 

Get rid of the “read-only” of “Hardware” 

If malfunctions still exist, please contact 
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parameter 

can’t be saved. 

with the after service  or  local service 

department of  TRIUP as soon as 

possible 

14. All red 

hints are on 

when the 

cuvette water 

blank value 

testing is being 

done.  

The item “blankVotage” of 

“Hardware” hasn’t been set.  

Set the item “blankVotage” by the 

sequence below： 

“blankODFilter=0.025 

blankVotageMax=62000 

blankVotageMin=30000” 

If malfunctions still exist, please contact 

with the after service  or  local service 

department of  TRIUP as soon as 

possible 

15. The blue 

and the red 

hints appear 

when the 

cuvette water 

blank value 

testing is being 

done. 

1.  The red hints indicate 

its voltage is beyond the 

usual range 30000—62000. 

The blue hints indicate 

exceeds the range of the 

blank absorbency and the 

discrepancies among 

cuvettes is large.  

 

1, If the voltage is lower than 30000, it 

means the reaction cuvettes should be 

changed. If the voltage is higher than 

62000.it means the detecting voltage 

needs adjusting. 

16. The 

absorbency is 

wrong. 

1.  The setting of 

wavelength is wrong. 

2. There are disorderly 

characters in the “cup blank” 

file, which affects the results 

of wavelengths. 

1.  Choose the right wavelength over 

again. 

2. Open the “cup blank” files and delete 

the content. Repeat test the “cuvette 

blank” and saved it. 

If malfunctions still exist, please contact 

with the after service  or  local service 

department of  TRIUP as soon as 
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possible 

17. The 

information 

about the 

patients is the 

same such as 

name  

1. The No. of diagnosis or 

register of patients are the 

same.  

1. Amend the No. of diagnosis or 

register of patients to make then 

different. 

If malfunctions still exist, please contact 

with the after service  or  local service 

department of  TRIUP as soon as 

possible 

18. The 

computer or 

the software 

system has 

crashed. 

1. The computer’s 

configuration is some poor 

condition or its running is 

unstable. 

2. Windows is unstable or 

not reliable. 

3. The system has been 

attacked by virus. 

4. The switch about 

interfaces is too fast. 

5. Configuration files has 

been damaged or missed. 

1. Replace a high-configuration 

computer. matching with the software 

2. Reinstall. the system 

3. Antivirus computer 

4. Don’t switch the interface too fast. 

5. Copy or use the backup documents 

19. The items 

testing have 

not been done. 

1. The parameter of reagent 

position hasn’t been set. 

2. Data base has happened 

errors. 

1.Set the parameter of reagent position 

2.Backup the data base “ABAD.MDB” 

and delete the relevant information as 

follow : 

If malfunctions still exist, please contact 

with the after service  or  local service 

department of  TRIUP as soon as 

possible 
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The data needs to be deleted in the data base “ABAD.MDB”: and backup ABAD.MDB 

before it is deleted 

SAMPLE_ITEM_INPUT_RESULT 

SAMPLE_ITEM_PRINT_RESULT 

SAMPLE_ITEM_TEST_RESULT 

SAMPLE_ITEM_TEST_TASK 

SAMPLE_MAIN 

SAMPLE_PATIENT_INFO 

SAMPLE_REGISTER_INFO 

 

 Warning 

 User must backup the data base in advance because once the data is deleted; it will 

never be able to recover. 

 Caution 

 If user delete or amend any document of this software, do backup for the whole items 

in advance to inquiry or restore. 

 

Solutions for clogged sample & reagent probes: 

Open “action test”. Firstly, click “water pump on”; secondly, choose “valve on” and then 

click “valve off”. Test several times. So, the conclusion will show samples & reagent probe 

is jammed or not. Besides, we can judge conditions about the 2-way electromagnetic 

valve or by syringe dispense water. And get it through by a probe and take “probe 

maintenance” or “probe cleaning” 

 

Solutions for improper the 3-way electromagnetic valve: 

Method 1: Find out relevant dilutor syringe in the “action test” and turn on and off 

electromagnetic valve come-and-go to notice sound. which means electromagnetic valve 

is well. Or else, it’s damaged. 

Method 2: Carry on “Device maintenance/wash pipeline” to observe whether there is 
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water in the cuvettes. If there is water, electromagnetic valve is in good condition. Or else, 

it’s not. 

 

Solutions for the stability of detecting system: 

Mix ALB and TP in 1:10 and then remove sample probes. (for accurate testing results). 

With TP testing method to check its repeatability. If CV is less than 0.65%, it means the 

detecting system is stable. 

Commonly, if the testing results are not normal, it is caused by the detecting system or 

sample which can be judged in this way.  

 

 

9.2 Corrections and replacements for common parts 

In order to make the analyzer run normally, it’s necessary to correct or replace some parts 

for effective maintenance. 

 

Attention 

 The user must be trained by professional engineers  

 

9.2.1 The replacement to lamp 

The working life of lamp is about 2,000 hours. It needs to be checked and replaced 

regularly. 

The steps as follows:  

1, Turn off analyzer for 15 minutes  

2, Open the back cover of the instrument; find power adapter of lamp and cut it off. 

3, Unscrew the fixed screws to the lamp and then remove the lamp with bracket. 

4, Replace a new lamp with bracket with fixing the screw 
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5,Connect the power adapter of lamp. 

6, Close the back cover. 

Warning 

 Do turn off the power supply before replacing the lamp. Or else, it may damage the 

lamp again. 

 It is dangerous to take replacement when the instrument just shut down, the 

temperature is very high. 

 

9.2.2 The replacement to probes 

Sample probe and reagent probe are suggested to be replaced every two year 

The steps as follows: 

1, First, opens the cover of the probe 

2, Unscrew the screws for fixing wire.  

3, Remove the probe, the soft tube covered the probe and anti-collision block slice 

4, Install anti-collision block slice to new probe 

5, Install the new probe with soft tube to the instrument, soft tube structure shown as 

figure 9-1, 9-2 

6, Close the cover. 

 

 

Figure 9-1 
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Figure 9-2 

Attention 

 Ensure the installed probe is vertical. 

 Make sure mechanical spring pressing to the top of the probe, to ensure anti-collision 

function well. 

 

9.2.3 The replacement to cuvettes 

While the cuvette has been smirched or damaged, it needs to take the testing “cuvette 

water blank test”. If the blank absorbency of the cuvette exceeds 0.02A and still useless 

after it has been cleaned, we suggest that replace it.  

 

Attention 

 The anterior side and the back side are both detecting interface. Therefore, do not 

touch the two sides. 

 The surface of the cuvettes must be in horizontal level. Or else, it is easy to leave 

behind the water in the cuvettes during the cleaning so that the testing results are not 

accurate. 

 Use the same batch cuvettes as far as possible. 

 

9.2.4 The replacements to fuse 

Steps are as follows: 

1. Take the fuse out from the appendixes bag. To mention that the fuse of mainframe is 8A 

and water heating system is 4A.  

2. Turn off the power of analyzer and pull out the plug. 

3. Pull the power wire from the power socket of mainframe and elicit the fuse housing. 

4. Take out the damaged fuse housing and install a new fuse into fuse housing and then 
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plug the fuse housing into power socket. 

5. Switch on the power plug. 

 

 Caution 

 The operator must use fuse of appointed specification. Do not misuse the two fuses. 

 

 

9.2.5 Adjustments for GAIN & OFFSET 

Take the 12-channel main board for example. The picture of main board is as the figure 

9-3 shows: 

12- Channel main board 

 

Figure 9-3 

Seen from the figure 9-3, lists every part and relevant function of the mother board in 

detail. The 6-core socket on the left is used to connect the detecting board. The initial 
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voltage of detecting board can be measured and amplified AD through the resistance on 

the right Thus, it can be judged whether the detecting board and its initial voltage are in 

normal range. In the two-row resistor, the left arrange is the adjustment to the GAIN and 

the right arrange is to adjust the OFFSET. The detecting channels from up to down are: 

340, 405, 450, 505, 546, 578, 620, 670, 750, 800nm etc. Wavelength is different, so the 

installation order is also different.  

9.2.5.1 OFFSET Adjustment 

Enter into “Blank test” interface of the software after analyzer is reset. As the Figure 9-4 

shows: choose “Monitoring” and take out the cuvettes where each wavelength lies. (The 

installation of the instrument may have different,) and then put them into the black cups 

which are used for sheltering light. As the Figure 9-6 shows, observe the real-time voltage 

and adjust the resistor of every channel of the right arrange to the numerical value needed. 

If the numerical value varies greatly and exceeds 80, it needs adjusting. 

Relevant adjustments: 

1, Examine capability of detecting board and check whether it is fixed well and installed 

suitably. 

2, Examine the connecting wire or replace. 

3, Replace the main board. 

Commonly, the reaction curve is not desired and the absorbency of reagent is 

unusual (more than 2.2) or repeatability is not good, it is necessary to check the OFFSET 

numerical value. 
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Figure 9-4 

The steps of the adjustment to OFFSET, please refer to Figure 9-5 

 

Figure 9-5  
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The adjustment to OFFSET: 

1, Take out the cuvettes;  

2, Pull it into the black cuvettes for sheltering the light (No. 12 cup position) 

3, Adjust the resistor every channel on the right of the main board It is suggested that 

OFFSET should be examined every 3 months. The normal range: 0-40. 

9.2.5.2 GAIN Adjustment 

Please refer to above the adjustment. After injecting water into cuvettes, observe real time 

voltage and adjust resistor of every channel to reach necessary value 55000 and usual 

value is 30000~62000. As the below figure 9-8 shows: (it needn’t the black cuvettes for 

sheltering the light). 

 

 

Figure9-6 
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Chapter 10 TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE 

10.1 Transportation  

Transportation should be in accordance with contract, keep away from toxic, harmful, and 

corrosive substances 

Prevent from severe shocks, rain and exposure and overturned during transportation. 

 

 

10.2 Storage 

It should be stored in well-ventilated, dry environment after being packed; no storing with 

toxic, harmful, corrosive materials and prevents from raining. 
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Appendix 1：Scanner installation and application 
There are two types of barcode scanner, internal and external 

F1.1 Install external barcode scanner 

Steps are as follows:  

1.Connect scanner to serial port COM3 or COM4 of the computer  

2. Use "Admin" to login and open s “Device \ device parameter \ device…" password is 

"999", the interface appear as shown in Figure F1-1: 

 

 
FigureF1-1 

3. Sample scanner serial port is set as scanner switch-in serial port.  

4. Following interface hints scanner self -testing will be shown in figure F1-2. 
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Fig

Figure F1-2 

 

 

Click “44.ht” to show as Figure F1-3                        

      

 

 FigureF1-3 

 

For example, input name: qqq, and then press “OK”, shown as Figure F1-4 
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FigureF1-4 

If the scanner is connected to serial port of the computer, and click drop-down list to select 

COM3, and then click “OK” for showing the attribute interface for COM3, please refer to 

Figure F1-5. 

 

 

 FigureF1-5 

 

Please set COM3 port, click “OK” finally and finish the canner automatic test. 
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5. Scanner Newline setting, shown as Figure F1-6 

                         

                                      FigureF1-6 

 

F1.2 External scanner application 

 

1. Reagents setup. 

Enter software: ‘item’ ‘reagent setup’, input reagent position number, and scan bar 

code of reagent container, as shown in Figure F1-7 

 

   
FigureF1-7 

    Select the item, and then use scanner to scan bar code, then input reagent position, 
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reagent total volume, reagent height, the warning valves of reagent etc. 

                                  

2. Add samples 

According to steps "detection task\add sample" or "task\add sample” into add sample 

window, shown as Figure F1-8: 

 

FigureF1-8 

 

Use scanner to scan the bar code of the patient, the registration numbers of the patient 

are bar code. Simultaneity it is input by hands to add samples. 

 

3. Statistic reagent volumes 

After adding items, with steps “Check\ Statistic reagent” and into the window of Statistic 

reagent, see Figure F1-9. 
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FigureF1-9                                           

Click “Bar scan” to scan the reagent which is needed to be detected. 

 

F1.3 Built-in scanning setup 

F1.3.1 Serial port setup 

See the introduction of "F1.1 manual scanner installation". 

 

F1.3.2 reagents plate setup 

The gap of the cup position is between cup No. 1 and scan head, user can remedy scan 

head center by slight adjustment steps, as shown in figure F1-10. 
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FigureF1-10 

 

F1.4 Barcode read 

F1.4.1 The barcode into the corresponding reagent position 

Enter the password “999”, as shown in figure F1-11 
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FigureF1-11 

According to the reagent position of the manual entry to define barcode 

All scanning: 

1 instrument reset 

2 scanning 1-36, automatic save the reagents barcode of the reagent position  

3 instrument reset 

Single step scanning: 

1 instrument reset 

2 choose reagent plate, fill out the reagent position of the corresponding barcode 

3 for the single step scanning, automatic save reagents barcode 

 

View scan results: change reagent barcode, scanning again. 

 

F1.5 Start Test 

 

When test, the sample scan button is shielding. 

Start test, check the reagent position according to the reagent setup of the barcode; click" 

barcode scanning ", the system automatically scans reagent 1 and reagent 2; and reset 
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the barcode corresponding reagent position, as shown in figure F1-12: 

 

 

FigureF1-12 

After scanning, automatically activate to the reagent information without scan; the projects 

are all scanning in the reagent 1 and reagent 2 which are not shown; if it don't show the 

barcode, and it can manually enter the reagent position. 
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Appendix 2: Installation Process   

Install procedure

Open box, check accessory

Select conformable work laboratory, place instrument ，get rid 
of probe holder foam

Connect  tube  refer to user manual, prepare water

Connect power cable and other equipment

Connect  liquid sensor and RS232 Cable

Prepare computer ,install windows-XP （and other software）

Copy instrument software to computer D disk

Run software

Install cuvette

Apply license (if need): create a license ,sent to 
sinnowa

Receive license from sinnowa ,  finish
 

Attention ： 

After software installation, user should add cooling liquid to water cycling cabinet, refer to 

8.3.
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Appendix 3 The process of installation 

Maintenance: run one key maintain 

Add water and empty 
waste bottleStandby 20 min then run

Test control or 
standard

Control is good Adjust factor

Test sample

analysis

Print report

Maintenance: 
run one key 

maintain 

Put reagent into 
refrigeratory

Yes

No

Blank is normal
（blue value isn’t exceed 10%

Check,  bottle have enough water，empty 
waste bottle

yes

No Wash or change 
cuvette

Input patient Input control Input standard

Put sample Put standardPut control

Parameter setup

yes

No

Biochemiacl 
parameter setup

Other parameter 
setupISE parameter setupControl parameter 

setup

Repeat test sample 

No

yes

abnormity

normal

Check sample and 
reagent

Switch off

Put reagent

Prepare reagent

Repeat test QC
yesNo
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Appendix 4 Component List 
In order to ensure that the instrument can normal work and get good reliable test results, 

the following the components of the instrument are supplied by our company. 

No.   Items No. Items 

1 Lamp 20 Fuse 

2 Synchronous belt 21 Power Switch（ON/OFF） 

3 Sensor 22 Power Switch (I/O) 

4 Stepper motor 23 Temperature control board 

5 Wash arm contain motor 24 Heating ring 

6 Sample arm 25 Coarse fiber 

7 Detect probe 26 In water pump 

8 Air mixing probe 27 out water pump 

9 D.C.mator 28 Pump interface 

10 Piston 29 Refrigeration fan 

11 Glass tube 30 Filters   

12 Circuit board 31 Platinum resistance 

13 Switch Power Supply 32 Fan 

14 Liquid level detection board 33 Diluter  

15 Anti-collision liquid level board 34 Circuit control board 

16 Mixing control board 35 Valve 

17 Cleanout head 36 Reagent bottle 

18 Sample cup 37 Power cable 

19 Reaction cup   
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